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BLi^LETIN 2Mj [FEBRUARY, 1918

Ontario Department of Agriculture

ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Results of Co-Operative Ezperiments with Farm
Crops, Sources of Seed and Production

of Food Materials

C. A. Zavitz. W. J. SquirreU and A. W. Mason.

INTRODUCTION.

The fann at the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, consists of seven hun-
dred and seventeen acres. Of this area, seventy-five acres are used for experiments
in Field Husbandry. This is divided into about 8,500 plots, from which definite
yields are determined. In addition to these plots, certain areas are devoted to plant
breeding work, where thousands of plants are studied individually. Experiments
are being conducted with vajieties of grain, root, tuber, grass, clover, fodder, silage
and other crops, with artificial, green, and barnyard manures ; with methods of cul-
tivation, selection of seed, dates of seeding, mixtures of grains, pasture grasses, etc.
All experiments are conducted under as near average farm conditions as possible,
in regard to rotation of crops, manuring, etc., and are repeated for at least five'

years before they are dropped, and many of them are continued for a much longer
period of time.

Based on the work of the field experiments at the Ontario Agricultural College,
a system of co-operative experiments has been inaugurated throughout Ontario!
This work has been carried out through the medium of the Ontario Agricultural
and Experimental Union. Thirty-nine years ago the Experimental Union was
organized by the students, ex-students and officers of the Ontario Agricultural
College. From that time to the present, a meeting h been held each year, for
the discussion of the questions which come tcforf thf Association. Very shortly
after the Union was established, co-operative evperimehts were started in a small
way. In 1886, however, the co-operative work was started under the present plan,
but with only twelve experimenters the first year. From that small beginning, it

has gradually developed, until it has become one of the most influential forces' in
the organized agriculture of Onta-io. Many of the farm crops, which are now the
most extensively grown through .i the Province, were introduced to the public
through the medium of the Expe mental Union. The work has included not onl';
those who have been directly associated with the Agricultural College, hue thous-
ands of other practical farmers located throughout the Province.



The increase in the number of experimenters in agriculture can be seen from
the following figu es, which show the average yearly number actually engaged in

the work in each of four eight-year periods

:

Periods.
Areiace nnmber
of Experimenters

per Annum.

1886-1893
1894-1901
1902-1909
1910-1917

315
2,608
3.882
4.282

The total number of distinct tests made throughout the Province, in agricul-

ture alone, during the past thirty-two years has been 88,604. The number of

experimenters in the past year was 4,299. fiven though labor is exceptionally

scarce at the present time, the number of experimenters in the past year was greater

than that of the previous year. The farmers seem particularly anxious to secure

pure seed of the best varieties of farm crops as foundation material, and to keep

in touch with the most improved methods of crop production.

Since our last meeting, co-operative experiments have been conducted through-

out Ontario with varieties of farm crops, quantities of seed per acre, mixed grains

for grain production and for fodder, tiie application of commercial fertilizers, the

eradication of weeds, the testing of cattle for tuberculosis, the re-foresting of waste

places, etc.

The past three years have been abnormal for crop production in Ontario. There

was an exceptionally large amount of rainfall in July and August, 1915, Mdy and
June, 1916, and June and July, 1917; in fact, in June and July of the past year

there was no less than 13.94 inches of rain on the level, which is a larger amount
than that of any two consecutive months in the last eighteen years, according to

the records made in the Department of Agricultural Physics at the College.

The fanners of Ontario, to the number of over four thousand, who conducted

co-operative experiments upon their own farms in the past year, not only did wo^^:

of real service for themselves, but also furnished most valuable object lessoni <<

practical results of special importance to the other farmers of the Province,

believe that the influence of this Association will be even greater in the i a

than it has been in the past. With the present urgent demands of the agrio

of the Province, the Experimental Union will fill an important place. New huta

of enquiry are sure to develop, and will undoubtedly receive the close attention of

the various committees appointed to carry forward the active work of the Associa-

tion in the months and the years which are to follow.

This bulletin contains the report for the past year of the co-operative experi-

ments in agriculture, including certain references to results of experiments con-

ducted at the Ontario Agricultural College, and also of co-operative experiments

carried out in former years. It also includes information on Sources of Farm
Seed Supply for Ontario, and Practical Suggestions in the Production of Food
Materials for the Coming Tear, the greater part of which was presented at the

annual meeting of the Experimental Union, held at the Agricultural College in

January, 1918. This information is issued at an early date, that it might be in

time to be of real service to the fanners for the coming season's cropping. The
Annual Beport of the Experimental Union cannot be printed until a later date.
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HKSULTS OF CO-OPER ^T] VE EXPKHIMENTS I\ AGRICULTURE.

Db. C. a. ZAVITZ, PBOlinijOR OF FlEI.R HUSBANDRY, O.A.C., GUELPH.

Although co-operative experiments in agriculture have been conducted through
the medium of the Experimental Union in each of the past thirty-two years, there
was probably never a time when there was a greater interest taken in the work than
at present. Even in spite of the fact that labor is exceptionally scp—» at th< pre-
sent time, there was fully one thousand more experimenters in 1 , than i i the
year previous. The farmers of Ontario are very deeply interested in their vork,
and are endeavoring to do their utmost in increasing essential food materials. They
realize, more than ever before, that for increased crop production, one of the irst

essentials is the use of seed of the highest quality. It is now generally recognized
that the Experimental Union uses nothing but pure seed of high quality of a few
of the very best varieties. The co-operative work with farm crops is exerting an
increasing influence on the agriculture of the Province as time advances.

The committee appointed last year to look after the co-operative work in agri-
culture for 1917 was as follo'ws: C. A. Zavitz (Director), W. J. Squ'-rell, A. W.
Mason, C. R. Klinck, and A. E. Whiteside. As Director of this branch of the
work, it rests with me to present the report of the co-operative experiments with
field crops, as conducted throughout the Province during the past year. We had
in all thirty-seven distinct and separate tests, six being with autumn and thirty-
one with spring-sown crops. To furnish definite information and an outline of
the work, a copy of the list of experiments, which was forwarded to ex-students
and other farmers, is here presented.

Winter Ckops, 1916-1917.

Material for any one of the six experiments here mentioned will be sent, free,

to any Ontario farmer applying for it, if he will conduct an experimen. with great
care and report the results after harvest next year. The seed will be sent out in
the order in which applications are received, as long as the supply lasts.

Plota.
1. Testing three leading varieties of Winter Wheat 3
2. Testing one leading variety of Winter Rye and one of Winter Wheat...!!!!.! 2
3. Testing Spring Applications of five Fertilizers with Winter Wheat 6
4. Testing Autumn and Spring Applications of Nitrate of Soda and Ccumon Salt'

with Winter Wheat 5
5! Testing Winter Emmer and Winter Barley !!!!!!!!!! 2
6. Testing Hairy Vetches and Winter Rye as Fodder Crops !!!!!!!!!!! 2

The exact size of each plot is to be one rod wide by two rods long. The mate-
rial for Experiment Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 will be forwarded by mail, and for the
other one by express. Each person wishing to conduct one of these experiments
should apply as soon as possible, mentioning which test he desires, and the material,
with instructions for testing and the blank form on which to report, will be fur-
nished, free of cost, until the supply of experimental material is exhausted.

Sprinq Chops, 1917.

The members of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union are pleased
to state that for 1917 they are prepared to distribute into every Township of
Ontario, material for experiments with fodder crops, roots, grains, grasses, clovers

and fertilizers. Fully 2,500 varieties of farm crops have been tested iu the Experi-
mental Department of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph. for at least five



years. Theiw cuiiHiiit uf nearly all the Canadian Mits, and several hundred new
varieties and new strains, a few of which have done exceedingly well in the care-

fully conducted experiments at the College, and will be used for the cooperative

experiments throughout Ontario in 1917.

Each person in C*ntario who wishes to join in the work m .> choose any one

of the experiments for 1917, fill out the accompanying form of application, and
return the same to the Director of the Co-operative Experiments in Agriculture, at

as early a date as possible. The material will be furnished in the order in which
the applications are received, until the supply is exhausted. A sheet containing

the instructionr, for con'lucting the chosen experiment, and the blank form on
which to report tlic results of the work, will be sent to each experimenter at the

time the fertilizers or seeds are forwarded. All material will be furnished entirely

free of charge to each applicant, and the produce of the plots will, of course, be-

come the property of the person who conducts the experiment. In return, the

Committee on Agricultural Experiments desires to ask that each experimenter will

sow all the plots belonging to the particular experiment which he has chosen for

1917, and that he will be very careful and accurate in his work, and forward to

the Director a complete report of the r' ^nlts obtained from the test, as soon as

possible after the plots are harvested.

All seeds and fertilizers will be sent in good time for spring seeding, provid-

ing the applications are received at an early date. The supply of material being

limited, those who apply f^rst will be surest of obtaining the desired outfit Each
applicant sL. aid make a second choice, for fear the first could not be granted.

The Experiment selected should be indicated by using its number as given in the

left hand column in the list of Experiments. Further information is given on

the application form which is attached.

LIST OP EXPERIMENTS FOR 1917.

Orain Crop.<i.

Plota.

1. Testing two varietlea of Oats 2

2a. Testing O. A. C. No. SI Barley and Bminer 2
2b. Testing two varietlea of Two-rowed Barley 2
3. Testing two varieties of HuUess Barley 2
4. Testing two varieties of Spring Wheat 2

5. Testing two varieties of Bnckwlieat 2

6. Testing three varieties of Field Peas 3

7. Testing two varlMles of Spring Rye 2

8. Testing three varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese Beans 3

9. Testing seven varieties of Hu»':lng Corn 7

Root Cbops.

10. Testing three varieties of Mangels 3

11. Testing two varieties of Sugar Beets for feeding purposes 2

12. Testing three varieties of Swedish Turnips 3

13. Testing two varieties of Fall Turnips 2

14. Testing two varieties of Carrots 2

FORAGC, FODDER, SiLAOE AND H\Y ClOPS.

15. Testing the planting of Corn at six distances in the row (t

16. Testing three varieties of Millet 3

17. Testing two varieties of Sorghum 2

18. Testing G^rass Pea« and two varieties of Vetches 3

19. Testing Rape, Kale and Field Cabbage 3

20. Testing three varieties of Clover «
21. Testing two varieties of Alfalfa 2

22. Testing four varieties of Grasses 4



CVUXAIT CMN.
n. TMtlBC thTM rariatlM of n«l4 Bmh •
U, TMUng two TkHotlM of 6w««t Corn !...!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!..!.'." t

Fnnum Bxpeumkitii.

tl. Testlns Bwloy on poUto ploU fwrtlllMd in 191« a
M. TMtinc (ntlllMrt with MangcU m
17. Twtlac terUllMra with Rap* '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

^

,
MiacnxANiouB Bxruvbnts.

IS. TMtlng two rarlttloa of PoUtOM
*

•
». TMtinc threo grain mixtnrM for Orain production I
M. TwUng thTM grain mlztareo for Fodder production ....'.'.'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.[

|
T"* slM of oMdi plot In Mch of tha lint twanty-aorra •zparimanto and la No&

29 as 8" it to ba two roda long by ona rod #lde; in No. 2S one rod aqnan.

If you wish to conduct one of the thirty agricultural experintenta named on
the accompanying circular, kindly fill out this blank form and return it as soan
as possible. .

The distribution will be confined to the choice varieties included in the Tarioni
experiments. In filling out the blank form, therefore, it is neither necessary, nor
advisable, to mention any particular variety or varieties.

Materials for experimente numbered 26 and 87 will be sent by express, and
that for each of the others by mail.

Atfuoation roB Matcbiai, fob ai» ExFCBimitT.
I would like to conduct experiment number but If aU the material tor OutezpMlment haa been applied for before^ my application 1* received I select experlmsBt

2S!^ V;*" '"Tl2,.'^i'*
*^'*''*- * •" BMterlal for one of theae experlmenU la

forwarded to me, I will endeavor to .
.~ —

1. Carry on the test according to the Instructions received with the seed
S. Exercise care and accuracy In the work, and
S. Report the result of the experiment as soon as possible after harvest, whethar

sutcesanil or sot.

The past three years have been abnormal for crop production in Ontario Th»
following information has been secured from the Department of Agrieultml
Physics, and gives the amount of rainfall for each month from April to September
for each of the past three years, and for the average of the past eighteen yean;

Months. 1916. 1916. 1917.
Avenge
18 years.

April
I 2.23 3.63Mw 2.24 4.41

June 2.27 4.46
July 5.87 1.21
August 6.16 1.68
September 3.92 1.83

Total, 6 mwthi 22.69 | 17.12

3.86
3.29
6.40
7.64
3.28
1.41

2.86
2.83
2.72
3.66
2.90
2.32

25.28 16.79

At the Ontario Agricultural College, within the past dghteer. years, the total
mount of rainfall for the six growing months did not surpass 20 inchea, exeeptm 1916, hen there were 22.69, and in 1917, when there were 26.88 inchesi It
will, therefore, be seen that out of the past three years, we have had two exeeptioa-
ally wet seasons. The tabulated results here presented show that the rainbll wm
exceptionally heavy in July and August, 1916, May and June, 1916, and Jwne and



Jvlj, 1117. The total amount of rainfall in Jane and Julj of the paat year waa
gmtar tfaaa that of any two coniecntive monthi in the ei^teen-y^r period. The
amngB totai amonnt of rainfall tor the tix growing months, from April to Sep-
toaber, incInaiTe, u determined at ten diflerent localities thronghont the Pro-
inoe, amonnted to 18,63 inches in 1917, and 17.34 inches in 1916. The amoont
of rainfall between Port William and Manitoba was exceptionally light daring the
past year. The results of experiments in 1917 hare peculiar interest, bat care is

in order to avoid ^wing wrong conclusions from rr.y single abnormal
year.

The oo-operative work of the Experimental Union is entirely voluntary, and
this is probably one of the greatest reasons for its development and for its sacceu.
The various experimenters conduct the tests, according to instructions which are
famished them, and report the results of their individual experiments on blank
forma, which are sent at the same time as the seed.

The reports of the co-operative experiments for 1917, which were received at

the College, were submitted as nsual to a very critical examination. For the sum-
mary report, which is presented at this time, only those reports which showed
carefulness and reliability throu^ojt were used. All reports, whether successful

or not, are here on the platform for the inspection of any member who wishes to
ezamist them. Many of these reports have been furnished by men who have had
a large amonnt of practical experience on the farm, have had the advantage of a
good education, and have had a careful training in experimental work, as they
have conducted successful tests on their own farms in each of a number of years.

It diould be clearly understood that, while only the g0v>d reports of carefully con-
dacted experiments have been used for publication, many of those not included in

tin summary report show that the individual experiu'^ters must have obtained a
oonsiderable amount of valuable information from their work and, in each of a
nnmber of cases, a start with choice seed of varieties particularly suited to their

own local conditions. It occasionally happens that, owing to some Occident, an
operiment may have been injured so that the results could not be ujed in the
snmmary report, but the experiment may have given useful lessons to the farmer
oonducting tiie test, and sometimes to other farmers in the vicinity. It is certainly

true that experimenters obtain mudi mc:e information from the experiments which
they conduct in add'tion to thst included in the summary report such as the one
here submitted.

Every experimenter who received instructions for conducting the co-operative

work was asked to give his decision on the relative standing of the diflerent varie-

tiea, miztores, quantities of seed, fertilizers, manures, etc., after everything had
been taken into consideration. The report here presented includes a summary of
the answers to this enquiry, and is presented in the tabulated results, under the
heading uf "Gomparatite Value."

YAsxwraa or Fabu Chops.

The 'umin, oJ varieties distributed for co-operative work is very small, as
only those are used which have been thoroughly tested for a series of years in the
trial grounds at the Ontario Agricultural College, and which have made high
records. There are too many varieties of nearly all classes of farm crops grown
in Ontario. M'ny of these are brought into the country by agtnts, and are fre-

qwatiy pwchased by farmers who are attracted by means of beautiful illustra-

tieaa ani the extravagant claims made by the travelling salesmen, who go frcnn

hmae to ^<Nue, selling small amounts of seed at high prices. Some of these are



old varieties under new ntmei, and aome are new varietiea which are not as ?ood
as those which are already grown in general culUvation. It a the ai f the
Experimental Union to furnish the highest quality of seed of a few of iw best
vari ities, in order that the farmers may increase crop production in the most eco-
nomical way and at the same time glean valuable information through the medium
of their experimental work.

The Experimentfl' Union is actively engaged with those crops which arc nojv
u*ed on fully ninety per cent, of the cultivated land of the pn ince. Some of
the varieties which are now being extensively used in cultivation are those v'^irh
were introduced by or originated at the College, and, after proving worthy, fet-z
distributed and used for the co-operative experimental work on different farms
throughout the province. Some varieties do particularly weU over nearly the
whole of Ontario; whi' others do the best on certain soils or in special localities.
Tlie barley crop is now confined almost entirely to either the Mandscheuri cr the
OA.C. No. 21 varieties. The last-named barley has increased so substantially
that it is the only kind grown in many of the localities throughout the province.
Other varieties are also increasing very raj idly, such as O.A.C. No. 72 oats
and the Marquis spring wheat. These are becoming gr

i vorites pretty gener-
ally throughout the province.

We are pleased to submit the tabulated returns ui the different varieties
of grain crops tested throughout Ontario in 1917, and, even though the tests were
r ' in an abnormal year, the results, if studied with good judgment, should
prove of special service.

Experiments. Varieties.'
j
Com-

parative
Value.

Yield per Acre.

Straw
(tons).

OaU(&3 teiU). 10. A. C. No. 72
0. A. C. No. 3 .

100 1.74
1.37

Six-rowed Barley and Bmmer'o. A. C. N
(20 tests). Common i

Halless Barley (11 tests).

Spriiv Wheat (24 tests).

Itiack Hul. ..
iGuy Jftyle .,

100
73

98
100

I'^'ld GoooB
J. ' gnis . .

.

100
91

Winter Wheat (25 tesU).

0. A.C.No. 104
Improved Imperial Ambier
Improved Dawson's Golden Chaff.
Kharkov '

Yaroslaf

100
94
94
48
56

Spring Rye (5 tests).
0. A. C. No. 61
Common

Winter Bye and Winter
Wheat (12 tests).

1.34
1.68

1.28
1.20

Grain
(bus.).

Grain
(lbs.).

46.86
41.20

37.88
42.63

23.88
23.45

1.63
1.46

20.80
20.0B

1.78
1.78
1.41
1.72
1.79

23.60
22.91
21.47
19.34
17.67

100
56

Petkus Winter Rye
American Banner Winter Wheat

100
81

Field Peas (63 testsV
Early Britain ...

Potter
Canadian Beauty

2.17
2.(»

22.60
20.36

1.6M
1,401

1.7M
1.706

1,483
1,407

1.248
1,206

1,421
1,876
1.288
1,160
1,064

1,260
1,140

1.11 27.89 1 1,562
1.02 21.62 1.297

Held Beans (27 tests).
. earce's Improved Tree
Elliott's Pea
0. A. C. No. 81 Soy Bean



In the tabulated results of the grain crops here given, attention is called to
the fact that the figures in the third column under " Comparative Value " are made
up from the answers received from the experimenters after the farmers, who
conducted the experiments, bad taken everything into consideration. In the
fourth column the yield of straw per acre represents the total crop, less the
amount of grain and, therefore, includes the chaff with the straw. The yield
of grain is given in pounds as well as in bushels per acre, in order that the results
may be very clearly understood and that certain comparisons may be made between
the different classes of crops as well as between the varieties of each class in a
season such as we have had in 1917. Definite determinations can be made between
the varieties of er.ch class of farm crops, as they were grown on the same farms
and under similar conditions. Caution should be exercised, however, in compar-
ing one class of farm crops with another, as it should be understood that these
have been growu on different farms. In cases where there are a considerable
number of tests of each class, however, certain comparisons might be made regard-
ing the yields of different classes. Owing to the great variation in the weight per
measured bushel in different crops, it is easier to compare the results in pounds
than in bushels per acre. In working out the number of bushels per acre, the
standard weights per measured bushel have been used for each class of crop.

Varieties of Oats.—The market value of the oat crop in Ontario is about
equal to the combined values of the winter wheat, spring wheat, barley, rj-e and
buckwheat. It is about one-quarter of the value of all the field crops grown in

the Province, about one-half of the value of the horses, cattle, sheep, lambs, swine
and poultry of all classes which are sold or slaughtered annually, and practically

double the value of the cheese and butter manufactured in the factories and in
the creameries of Ontario each year.

About three himdred varieties of oats have been carefully tested under
uniform conditions in the experimental grounds at the College. These include
the different varieties obtained in Ontario as well as a large number of the
leading kinds which have been imported from other countries which possess
climatic conditions somewhat similar to those of this Province. Efforts have been
made to improve the best varieties by means of plant selection and by cross-

fertilization. One of the great diflBculties in oat production in Ontario is the fact

that too many varieties are grown, and there are so many kind* under cultivation

that it is practically impossible to get large shipments of any one variety grown
in the same locality. It has been the aim of the Agricultural College and of the
Experimental Union to eliminate as many of the varieties as possible and to
concentrate on a few of the very best. With this object in view, much attention

has been given to the improvement of a few of the very best varieties. Two
varieties started at the College have made excellent records, both in our own trial

grounds and in the co-operative experiments throughout the Province. It is

believed that the O.A.C. No. 72 variety of oata, which requires the same length
of time to mature as the Banner, will soon supplant practically all of the varieties

of late oats in the Province.

The O.A.C. No. 72 variety of oafa was started from a single seed in 1903,
and the O.A.C. No. 3 variety from a single seed in 1904. These two varieties

have been carefully tested at tiie College with other varieties of oats in each of the

past eleven years. In ten out of eleven years the O.A.C. No. 78 surpassed the
Banner, and in nine out of eleven years the O.A.C. No. 3 surpassed the Daubeney
in yield of grain per acre, the average annual yield of increase being about six-

teen bushels for the former and seven bushels for the latter.



In the year 1911, the O.A.C. No. 72 variety of oats was first distributed
for co-operative eipenments throughout Ontario. One pound lots were sent in
that year to three hundred Ontario farmers who applied, for the co-operative
experiments with oats, through the medium of the Experimental Union The one
pound lota of the O.A.C. No. 72 oats were compared with equal quantities of two
or three other leading varieties on plots one rod wide by two rods long The new
variety did so well in the first year that a large number of farmers saved their
seed very carefully and sowed it on larger plots in 1912.

In 1913, one farmer had sufiicient seed of the O.A.C. No. 72 oats to enter
in the Field Crop Competition, in which he received first prize. From that time
forward the number of first prizes for this new variety has been rapidly increasing
as 18 seen by the following table, which gives the first prizes in the Ontario Field
Crop Competitions for both Banner and O.A.C. No. 72 oats, according to the
reports which have been issued:

Year. 0. A. C.

No. 72. Banner.

191.S 1

20
48
76

41
34
33

i
26

1914
1916
1916

In connection with the Provincial Winter Fair, held annually at Guelph, the
O.A.C. No. 72 oats had six per cent, of the entries in W13, twenty-eight per centm 1914, forty-three per cent, in 1915, and fifty-two per cent, in each of the past
two years.

The O.A.C. No. 72 and the O.A.C. No. 3 varieties of oats have been tested
over Ontario m each of the past five years, the average in bushels of grain per acre
being 50.1 for the former and 45.7 for the latter. In each of the five years the
O.A.C. No. 72 surpassed the O.A.C. No. 3 in yield of grain. The latter named
variety, however, is thinner in. the hull and is usually about ten days earlier in
maturing than the former. In 1917, according to the co-operative experimenters,
the O.A.C. No. 3 matured on an average twelve days earlier than the O.A.C.
No. 72. The former is exceptionally well adapted for mixing with barley when
it is desired to grow the two in combination. The yield of straw per acre of the
O.A.C. No. 72 usually surpasses the O.A.C. No. 3 by an average of about two-
fifths of a ton. In 1917, both varieties were exceptionally free from smut and from
rust, there being scarcely a trace of either in the early variety.

O.A.C. No. 21 Barley and Common Emmer. In each of five years we have
distributed throughout Ontario, for co-operative experiments, the O.A.C. No. 21
barley and the Common emmer, in order that these might be tested under uniform
conditions for crop production. We had previously found that the emmer was a
close rival of barley in yield of grain per acre. In the co-operative experiments,
however, the Common emmer has been surpassed in yield per acre by the O.A.C.
No. 21 barley in each of the five years, the average for 1917 being 89 pounds of
grain per acre.

The O.A.C. No. 21 variety of barley was started in the Field Husbandry
Department at our College from a single seed in 1903. This barley possesses a
good length of straw which is particularly strong in comparison with most other

J
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varietiea. The heads possess six rows of grain and are bearded. The grain is

white on the outside, but i9 of a bluish color immediately under the hull. So far

the crop has been comparatively free from rust. The weight of the grain per
measured bushel has been somewhat over the standard and the yield per acre has
been heavy. According to the experimenters in 1917, the O.A.C. No. 21 barley

matured on the average eleven days earlier than the Common emmer.
For ten years in succession, the O.A.C. No. 21 barley has been distributed

throughout Ontario for co-operative experiments. In each of four years in which
it was compared with the Mandscheuri in the co-operative experiments throughout

the Province, it surpassed the latter in yield of grain per acre, in freedom from rust,

and in both length and strength of straw. From the one-pound lots of the O.A.C.

No. 21 barley, which have been distributed through the medium of the Experi-

mental Union, this variety has increased very rapidly over the Province. It has

been increasing so rapidly that it has practically supplanted all other varieties

in Ontario. At the Provincial Winter Fair, in each of the past three years, there

has been no other entry of a named barley than the O.A.C. No. 21 except in 1917,

when there was one entry of the Mandscheuri.

From an enquiry made in 1917, of practical farmers throughout Ontario,

as to the most extensively grown barley in their respective counties, sixty-five

per cent, of the farmers mentioned O.A.C. No. 21, thirty per cent. Mandscheuri,

and five per cent. Common Six-rowed.

Hulless Barley.—Even though the Bureau of Industries report gives no special

record of the production of Hulless barley in Ontario, it is known that it is grown
to a limited extent. In some sections of the Province there is much more interest

taken in this crop than in others. At the College we have had under experiment

some fifteen different varieties of Hulless barley. The most of them, however,

have not proven very satisfactory over Ontario. In each of the past fourteen

years we have distributed the Guy Mayle and the Black Hulless varieties for co-

operative tests. In the average of the whole period of thirteen years previous to

1917, in which there were 168 separate tests, we find that the Guy Mayle gave 24.1

and the Black Hulless 23.1 bushels per acre. In 1917, it will be seen that the

Black Hulless gave 23.9 and the Guy Mayle 23.5 bushels per acre. The Guy Mayle,

on the whole, has been superior to the Black Hulless, both in yield per acre and

in popularity.

Spring Wheat.—In each of the past three years increased interest has been

aroused in spring wheat production owing to the high price of wheat brought

about through the European war and through the partial failure of the winter wheat

crop in some of the countries. It is interesting to note that in the Province of

Ontario the number of acres of spring wheat amounted to 144,305 in 1916, and

182,967 in 1917. As the acreage sown to fall wheat was not large in the autumn
of 1917, and as there is a big demand for wheat to supply the world's market,

it is very probable tliat the acreage of spring wheat, which will be sown next spring,

will be unusually hiijli. providing the weather conditions are at all, favorable.

In each of five ye.irs, the Marquis and the Wild Goose varieties have heen

distributed over Ontario for co-operative experiments. In four of these years

the Wild Goose surpassed the Marquis in yield per acre, the average for the five

years being 20.2 bushels for the Wild Goose and 19 bushels for the Marquis. The

Marquis spring wheat is of excellent quality for bread production, and was origin-

ated at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. There is probably no otht^r

spring wheat which will meet the present demand so well as the Marquis.
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varieties of winter wheat were again distributed in ifae

faU of 1916. The results of this experiment, as well as those of other antunn
sowTi crops, were prepared for publication in August of the present year, and were
sent to about four hundred of the newspapers and agricultural journals of Ontario.
This enabled the farmers to learn the results of the tests conducted both at the
College and throughout Ontario with the autumn sown crops before the time for
seeding in the latter part of August and in early September. As the season wat
very late, however, a full report could not be prepared until more recently.

In each of three years the same varieties of winter wheats were distributed
for co-operative experiments, and the one which gave the highest average yield per
acre was Imperial Amber. In 1917, the five varieties used for the co-opemtire
experiments were the O.A.C. No. 104, Improved Imperial Amber, ImproTed
Dawson s Golden Chaif, Kharkov and Yaroslaf. The first and the third are white
and the other three are red wheats. The last two named varieties are exceedingly
hard and are of superior quality for bread production. It will be seen that in
the average of twenty-five experiments the O.A.C. No. 104 came at the top of the
list m yield of grain per acre and in popularity. The O.A.C. No. 104 was a cross
made at our. College between the Dawson's Golden Chaff and the Bulgarian. This
cross has furnished a new variety which, in the experiments at the College during
the last five years, has surpassed both its parents in average yield per acre and ia
about equal to the Bulgarian in bread production. This variety was distributed
over Ontario through the medium of the Experimental Union in the autumn of
1916, for the first time. Its record, so "far, is very encouraging.

Buckwheat—T^o varieties of buckwheat were distributed in the spring of
1917 for co-operative experiments, but owing to the abnormal weather conditions,
there were not enough reports received for including the yields in the tabulated
statement. The two or three reports which were received showed a higher yield
per acre for the Rye buckwheat than for the Silver Hull in each instance. In the
average of seven years' results, which we previously reported, the Rye buckwheat
gave 25.3 and the Silver Hull 20.5 bushels per acre per annum. The latter-named
variety is the most extensively grown in Ontario, and the former variety in Nova
Scotia.

Spring Rye.—For seven years in succession two varieties of spring rye
have been distributed over Ontario for co-operative experiments. The average
yield in bushels of grain per acre for 1917, and for the average of the seven-year
period are, respectively: O.A.C. No. 61, 22.5, 24.7; and Common, 20.4, 21.6. It
is interesting to note that in each of the seven years the O.A.C. No. 61' surpassed
the Common variety in yield per acre. In the oxperiments at the Oo]!ege, the
O.A.C. No. 61 variety has made the highest rec -d. This variety of spring rye was
originated at the College.

Winter Rye and Winter Wheat.—In the autumn of 1914, and again in 1916,
the Petkus winter rye and the Imperial Amber winter wheat were distributed fop
co-operative tests. The average results show that the Petkus rye surpassed the
Imperial Amber winter wheat by an average of 380 pounds per acre in 1916 and by
844 pounds in 1916. In the average of twelve co-operative testa made in 1917,
the Petkus winter rye surpassed the American Banner winter wheat by an average
of 265 pounds per acre. The Petkus variety has surpassed all other kinds of
winter rye in the average results of the experiments conducted at the College
daring the past six years.
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PiM Peat.—In each of the past three years there has been an nnusnal demand
for Hke experiment with field peas. This was brought about, undoubtedly, by the
high price of peas, the demand for concentrated food for home use and for export,
aad by the encouragement given to the growth of field peas in Ontario, Accord-
ing ta the annual report of the Bureau of Industries for 19^6, the aven^ market
value per acre of the pea crop of Ontario was $27.41, while that of oats was $17.60,
and that of barley was $23.91.

In each of the past two years three varieties, viz., the Canadian Beauty, a
large white smooth pea; the Early Britain, a brown dented variety; and the Potter,
a smooth pea of large size, were used for ibe co-operative experiments. The results

in bushels of grain per acre, for 1917, are shown in the table, and those for tha
last two years combined, including eighty-two separate tests, are as follows:
Potter, tl.9; Canadian Beauty, 21.8; and Early Britain, 21.3. In sixteen years,
in ubiA the Canadian Beauty and the Early Britain have been grown in com-
petition throughout Ontario, the former took the lead in ten, and the latter in six

•eparate years, but in average yield of grain per acre per annum they produced
•n equal number of bushels, viz., 23.9. Both the Canadian Beauty and the Potter
were ^uite popular with the experimenters throughout Ontario in the past season.

Tliflae are botti choice varieties.

Field Beans.—^The demand for field beans for co-operative experiments has
also been large in each of the past three years. The average price paid for beans
in Ontario for the thirty-two years previous to 1914 was $1.25 per bushel, and
for the average of the yeans 1911, 1912 and 191B it was $1.84 per bushel. In
January, 1916, the Qovemment of Ontario paid approximately $2.60 per bnshel

for several car loads of beans for shipment to the Belgians. In March, 1915,
the Co^rojiercial beans of Ontario were selling for about $3.00 per bushel. In the

latter part of 1916, the price of beans advanced to upwards of $6 per bushel, and
in file latter pert of 1917 to about $7.60 per bushel in the trade of the Province.

In the spring of 1917, good seed beans were exceedingly scarce, and sold readily

from $9 to $12 per favushel.

In the spring of 1917, two varieties of field beans and one variety of soy beans

were distributed for co-operative experiments. . This was the first time that the

toy beans were tested in this way. The interest in the soy beans has been quite

keen recently owing to the scarcity of concentrated materials for domestic pur-

poses and as feed for farm stock. It will be seen, from the tabulated results, that

the Pearoe's Improved Tree bean gave the highest yield per acre, viz., 18.76 bushels,

which T.as followed by the Elliott's pea bean with 17.83 bushels and the O.A.C.

No. 81 soy bean with 14.81 bushels. The Pearce's Improved Tree bean has been

nsed in the co-operative experiments in each of the past five years. In comparison

with the pea bean for the four years previous to 1917, the former gave 26.4 and
Hie latter 23.6 bushels per acre. In the average of the co-operative experiments

over Ontario for three years, the Pearce's Improved Tree gave 26.6 bushels and
the Marrowfat, for the same period, an average of 24.5 bushels per acre. In 1917,

the Pearce's Improved Tree bean was sent out in comparison with the Elliott

pea bean, the latter being a special strain of this commercial bean grown for a

number of yean in 1^ aonthem part of Wellington county. In the average of

twenty-seven separate tests, it was surpassed by the Pearce's Improved Tree bean

by neiurly one buAel per acre.

A bnlletin en " Field Beans " was published in the spring of 1918, and copies

e«i be obtained from the Department of Agriculture, Parliament Buildings, Toronto.
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In thia bulletin the results are given of each of ten varieties of field beans for a
period of ten years which show that the Pearce's Improved Tree bean stands at
the liead of the list with 23.4 bushels per acre, being 5.3 bushels per acre per annum
liiglier than the yield of any other variety. The Pearce's Improved Tree is a
white bean of excellent quality, medium to large in size, but it requires a fairly

long season to ripen, and for this reason was not quite so popular with the experi-
menters in 1917 as the pea bean which was slightly earlier.

Winter Emmer and Winter Barley.—In the co-operative experiments over On-
tario in the past year. Black winter emmer surpassed winter barley in yield of
grain per acre by 493 pounds in the average of six tests. The difference in favor
of tlie emmer in 1916 was 360 pounds per acre. The winter emmer at the College
has given an average of about 2,500 pounds of grain per acre in the results of the
past ten years. Winter barley usually gives a large yield per acre when it survives
the winter, but it is somewhat more tender than winter wheat. We have not yet
secured a winter barley which can be relied on for general cultivation in many
part.'? of Ontario, although there are some sections in which winter barley might
be u^ed with a good deal of satisfaction.

Soy Beans.—The past two seasons have been particularly unfavorable for the
production of soy beans in Ontario. Two varieties were distributed for co-oper-
ative experiments each year, but owing to the abnormal weather conditions, few
complete reports were received. In both years the results were slightly in favor
of tho Brown variety wliich is the earliest kind of soy beans tested at the College.
In normal seasons the O.A.C. No. 81 has surpassed the Brown soy bean in the
t'ollege tests.

Corn for Grain Production.—The seven varieties of corn which are specially

recommended by the Ontario Corn Growers' Association were distributed in the
spring of 1917 for co-operative experiments. The season being very abnormal,
we have only the complete results of three carefully conducted experiments with
the seven varieties of corn for the past season. One of these was conducted in
York, one in Norfolk and one in Huron county. The highest yields of grain per
acre were obtained by the Golden Glow in York county, by the Wisconsin No. 7
in Norfolk county, and by the Longfellow in Huron county. The following gives

till- average yield in bushels of grain per acre as shown by the experiments con-
<lucu'd in the three counties: Golden Glow, 48.6 bushels; Longfellow, 46.2; White
Cap Yellow Dent and Wisconsin No. 7, each 41.4; Compton's Early and Salzer's

North Dakota, each 39,0 ; and Bailey, 33.3. In the average yields per acre for the

past two years of the seven varieties of corn under test the number of bushels for
endi is as follows: White Cap Yellow Dent, ^-3.2; Golden Glow, 51.6; Wisconsin
No. 7, 51.1; Longfellow. 44.9; Compton's Early, 43.1; Baile- 42.6; and Salzer's

North Dakota, 39.7. In amount of stover per acre, the U -; Glow came the

highest in 1917 with 7.4 tons, the Wisconsin No. 7 seconc; i 7 tons, and the

Longfellow lowest with 5.3 tons.

I

f t
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GBAINS GBOWN IN COMBINATION FOB OBAIN PBODUCTION.

Experimental work has been conducted in a systematic way at the Ontario
Agricultural CoUege for a number of years in succession in testing various com-
binations of grain for green fodder, for hay and for grain production. The results
of these experiments have been both interfesting and important, and have been
reported from time to time in the College publications. It was found that the
combination of varieties of the same class of grain gave no appreciable advantage
in increase in yield per acre. It was also found that certain combinations of
different classes of grain gave practically no advantage, while others furnished
considerable increase. One of the most important results > itained was from the
combination of oats and barley grown in the proper p-oportions of the right
varieties which gave a yield of slightly over two hundred pounds of grain per
acre over either grain grown separately in the tests which were carefully conducted
over a series of years.

Prom information glepned in the exjjerimental work at the College, co-
operative tests were arranged for having different combinations tes^-i throughout
the Province. In an experiment which was conducted for five j«*r8, and which
was completed in 1909, different varieties of oats, barley and spring wheat were
grown in combinations of two and three kinds of gralu together. The average
results of the five years' co-operative experiment show that one bushel of the
Daubeney oats and one bushel of the Mandscheuri barley gave a higher yield of
grain per acre than any of the other mixtures used in the experiment. In 1910,
a co-operative experiment was started for the testing of three different proportions
of oats and barley in order to find out which ones would give the highest yields
on the average and on the different soils throughout the Province. In 1910, the
varieties used were the Daubeney oats and the Mandscheuri barley; in 1911, the
Alaska oats and the O.A.C. No. 21 barley; in 1912, in 1913 and in 1914, the
Daubeney oats and the O.A.C. No. 21 barley; in 1916, in 1916 and in 1917, the
O.A.C. No. £ oats and the O.A.C. No. 21 barley.

The experiment has been conducted for eight years, but in 1912 the reports
were not of sufficient value to be tabulated. The average results of the experiment
for each of the seven years and for the whole period during which this experiment
has been satisfactorily conducted are as follows:

Pounds of Seed

per acre in

combination.

OaU 17 )

Barley 24 ]

Oata34 )

Barley 48 /

Oats 61 )

Barley 72 j

Yield per Acre.

Tons of Straw.' Pounds of Grain.

1910

1.32

1.47

l.«l

19111913

.75 .97

.931.25
I

1.291.63

1914

.68

.68

.66

1916191' 19171Ave.! 1910
'

I
I

1.28

1.72

1.86

.77

1.

1.26

1.12

1.34

1.35

.98! 1528

1.212104

1.3812096

1911|1913 1914ll915|1916

1420 1260ill36!1880i 900

1820jl510|12g6 22701320

1594
I

i

1

1700{l488|1980jl320

k'1917L\Te

1377

1614

1477

1357

1601

1665

In yield of threshed grain per acre, one bushel of oats and one bushel of

barley, making a combination of two bushels per acre, gave on the average a
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greater yield per acre than either the lighter or the heavier seeding. In the seven
years' test, the light seeding did not giva the highest yield in any one year, and the
heavy seeding gave the highest returns in only two ye*. '^n the production of
straw, however, the heaviest seeding gave the highest yield u each of six out of the
seven years. In the average of the whole period, the medium seeding gave 26
pounds of grain per acre more and 340 pounds of straw per acre less than the
heavier seeding. It can be seen that the heaviest seeding required 41 pounds of
grain per acre more than the medium seeding. It wiU, therefore, he seen that
the results of this experiment throughout Ontario have shown that one bushel
of oats and one bushel of barley by weight, when mixed together, gives more satis-

factory returns than either one-half bushel of each or one and one-half bushels
of each when sown in combination.

In the results of more extensive experiments carried on at the College, ex-'
tending over a period of more than a dozen years, a combination of one bushel of
oats and one bushel of barley by weight has produced the largest yield of grain
per acre.

FIELD ROOTS, FODDER CROPS, GRASSES, CLOVERS AND ALFALFA.

In 191?, co-operative experiments were conducted throughout Ontario with
mangels, sugar mangels, swede turnips, fall turnips, field carrots, fodder com,
millet, grass peas, vetches, rape, kale, field cabbage, mixed grains, grasses, clovers and
alfalfa. We never have as many applications for this class of farm crops as we
do for the cereals. Owing to the abnormal season, experimenters found it ex-
ceedingly difficult to carry on satisfactory tests with such crops as corn, sorghum
and millet in the past year. We always find it difficult to get full and satisfactory
reports of grasses, clovers and alfalfa in a manner suitable for presentation in
tabulated form. These different crops are not ready for cutting at the same time,
and the weather conditions frequently make it very difficult, indeed, to secure
uniformity in the weights of either the green crop or the hay. Some of the crops
produce one, some two and some even three cuttings in the one season, hence the
difficulty in presenting definite information. In some of the crops belonging to
this class, however, we have received satisfactory reports of carefully conducted
experiments, a summary of which is here presented

:

Experiments. Varieties.

Mangels (10 tests)

Sugar Mangels (8 tests).

Swede Turnips (4 tests)

.

Carrots (4 tests)

Comparatire
Value.

Rape, Kale and Cabbage

.

(2 tests)

fjYellow Leviathan (Ferry) loO
.< ISutton's Mammoth Lont Red 85

I
j

Ideal (Ontario Seed Co any) 91

{iBruce's Giant White F iing 100
•

) iCarter's Improved White Sugar 71
j

f JGarton's Model 85
. < Steele Briggs' Good Luck loo

I American Purple Top 85

( Bruce's Mammoth Intermediate
,
,' Smooth White lOO
( Rennie's Mammoth Short White 100

r Sutton's Earliest Drumhead Cabbage. 100

I
Thousand Headed Kale. 93

( Dwarf Essex Rape 90

Yield
per Acre
(tons).

24.86
24.78
24.1(>

20.72
16.80

20.09
19.89
19.06

15.32
U.IK

11.78
8.17
7.11
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Varieties of MangeU.—Uimgel cultivation in Ontario includes four distinct
types of roots, viz., long, intermediate, globe and tankard, but very few of the globe
varieties, however, are now used for field work. Varieties of each of the four cksaw
have been tested over a series of years at the Ontario Agricultural College It has
been the general opinion in past years that the long red type of mangel was the
most prolific m root production. More recently, however, the majority of experi-
ments at the College and throughout Ontario have shown that the highest yields
have been obtained from some of the intermediate and the tankard types.

In 1917, three varieties of mangels were distributed for co-operative ex-
periments throughout the Province. The long red type was represented by Sutton's
Mammoth Long Red, the intermediate by the Yellow Leviathan, and the tankard
by the Ideal. In the average of the co-operative tests conducted on ten farms
the Yellow Leviathan came at the top of the list both in popularity and in yield
per acre. It will be noticed, however, that the average yields of the three varieties
were not very different. The least popular of the three varieties of mangels was
the Sutton s Mammoth Long Red. These three varieties have been included in the
co-operative teats m each of the past eight years. The average results for the ei^t-
year period, m which there were sixty-seven distinct tests, show the following yieldsm tons per acre per annum: Yellow Leviathan, 87.4; Ideal, 26.8; and Sutton's
Mammoth Long Red, 26.7. The seed of the YeUow Leviathan was first obtained
by the Ontario Agricultural College from D. M. Ferry and Company, Windsor
Ontario, in the spring of 1893. The name "Yellow Leviathan" was entered in
the catalogues of some of our Ontario seedsmen as follows: Steele, Briggs' Seed
Company, Toronto, in 1896; Jas. Hewer, Guelph, in 1908; The Wm. Rennie Seed
Company, Toronto, J. A. Simmers, Toronto, and Jno. A. Bruce, Hamilton, in 1909 •

and Geo. Keith, Toronto, in 1910. We have found that the seed under the name
of Yellow Leviathan, obtained from different seedsmen in Ontario, has varied
considerably in germinating power of the seed and in shape, size and color of the
roots in 1917, as well as in other years. We realize, however, that under the ab-
normal conditions, it is almost impossible for the seedsmen to get a sufficient supply
of good seed of true stalks of some of the best varieties of mangels at the present
time.

Sugar Mangels.—Thi& class of roots is frequently called sugar beets, but they
are usually varieties which are not grown for sugai- production but as food for farm
stock. They are sometimes called sugar beets for feeding purposes, but a less con-
fusing name is sugar mangels. They occupy an intermediate place between sugar
beets and mangels in the percentage of sugar which they contain. As a rule they
grow more out of the ground than the sugar beets, and are more easily harvested,
but do not yield quite as much as the leading varieties of mangels.

A large number of varieties of sugar mangels have been grown at the Ontario
Agricultural College and, from these, two varieties have been selected for co-opera-
tive experiments. Previous to 1917, the same two varieties have been grown for
nine years, viz. : Bruce's Giant White Feeding and Rennie's Tankaru Cream, and
the former gave aa average annual increase over the latter of four-fifths of a ton
per acre. In the spring of 1917, the Bruce's Giant White Feeding was again dis-
tribuUd, and Carter's Improved White Sugar was used instead of the Rennie's
Tankard Cream. In the average results of eight experiments, the Bruce's Giant
White Feeding gave practically four tons per acre more than the Carter's Improved
White Sugar. It will also be seen that the Bruce's Giant White Feeding was much
more popular with the experimenters than the Carter's Improved White Sugar
variety.
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8vtde r«m»p«.—Much interest has been taken in the production of swede
turnips during the past couple of years, owing to the fact that swede turnips sold at
high prices, frequently bringing fifty cents per bushel, the standard for which is
fifty pounds. The swede turnips are still used quite extensively in Ontario for
stock feed, and to a limited extent for table use. Although certain sections of
Ontario hare for years exported to the United States many car loads of turnips, the
demand was quite large and high prices paid in 1916. The price dropped some-
what, however, in the past year. In each l the past three years the same three
varieties of swede turnips were used for the co-operative experiments. The follow-
ing gives the yields in tons per acre for 1917, and for the average of the three
years: Steele, Briggs' Good Luck, 19.9 and 27,0; American Purple Top, 19.1 and
25.8; and Carton's Model, 20.1 and 25.7. The roots of each of these varieties are
of gooa shape and of good quality.

Fall Turnips.—^Mi little interest has been taken in the cultivation of fall
tumipe in Ontario. The roots of this class usually yield well, but do not keep late
into the winter. The two varieties which have given comparatively good results at
Ouelph and in the co-operative experiments are the Purple Top Mammoth and the
Red Top White Globe. No satisfactory reports were received from the co-operative
experimenters with the fall turnips in the past year.

Field Carrots.—Within the past few years the Intermediate White field carrots
have been used almost exclusively throughout Ontari . Several of the seedsmen sell
seed of this type which produce carrots which are very similar in characteristics.
The following gives the yield in tons of roots per acre for 1917 and for the average
of the past two years of the varieties used in the co-operative experiments: Brace's
Mammoth Intermediate Smooth White, 15.2 and 15.7; and Rennie's Mammoth
Short White, 14.2 and 14.9.

Bape, Kale and Field Ca65a^e.—Experiments have been conducted at Guelph
for a number of years in testing different varieties of rape, kale, field cabbage, etc.,
for the production of crops which can be used for soUing purposes or for pasture.
In the experiments at Guelph, particularly good results have been obtained from
some of the varieties of field cabbage when sown the same as rape by using one and
one-half pounds of seed per acre and by leaving the crop unthinned. The following
gives the yields in tons per acre of green crop of each of the varieties included in this
co-operative experiment for 1917, and for the average of five vears: Sutton's Earliest
Drumhead cabbage, 11.8 and 16.3; Thousand Headed Kale, 8.2 and 12.8; and
Dwarf Essex Rape, 7.1 and 11.9. These results are very interesting und show the
possibilities in the use of field cabbage as a fall pasture in Ontario.

Millet.—In each of the past four years O.A.C. No. 71, Japanese Panicle and
Hungarian varieties of millet have been distributed for co-operative experiments.
No satisfactory reports, however, were obtained in 1915 or in 1917. The average
yields in tons of green crop of millet per acre of the different varieties for 1314
and 1316 were as follows: Japanese Panicle, 9.8; O.A.C. No. 71. 8.5: and Hun-
garian Grass, 7.3.

Sorghum.—khoMi thirty varieties of sorghum, including sugar canes, broom
corns, kaffir corns, milo maize and Jerusalem corn have been under experiment it
the Ontario Agricultural College. Only two of these, viz., the Eariy Amber Sugar
Cane and the Early Minnesota have been included in the co-operative experiments
during the past few years. Owing to the abnormal weather conditions of 1917,

i\
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no latUfactory reports were received. E«ch of these varieties may be used for
fodder purposes, for the production of seed or for the production of sor^'ium
molasses. The Early Amber Sugar Cane is used to a limited extent for pat.dre
purposes, and is included in a mixture which is as follows : Thirty pounds of sugar
c«ie, fifty-one pounds of oats and seven pounds of red clover seed per acre. If this
mixture is sown in the first week iu May it is usually ready for pasturing about the
80th of June, and forms a natural rotation of pasture throughout the season.
Cattle of all kinds do particularly well on this pasture. As a rule there is an ex-
cellent catch of clover, and when desired the clover can be left over the winter for
cropping in the year following.

Orass Peat and Vetchet.—For nineteen years in succession experiments have
been conducted throughout Ontario in the testing of grass peas, hairy vetches and
comnoD vetches. The hairy vetches in particular have been highly recommended
in Ontario, and they are used perhaps rather more extensively as a cover crop in
orchards than as a fodder crop on the farms. The grass peas have been grown at.

a farm crop in some sections of the Province, and the common vetches for mixing
with oats as a green fodder. In the average of sixteen years the following yields
in tons per acre have been obtained throughout the Province: Hairy vetches, 8.6;
grass peas, 6.9; common ve+ches, 6.3. No complete reports, however, were obtained
in 1917.

Hairy Vetches and Winte flye.—Hairy vetches are sown either in the winter
or in the spring. Experiments at the College have shown that the best results are
obtained from the autumn sowing. In the co-operative tests over Ontario, in com-
paring hairy vetches and winter rye, the reports have been very few and the results
are not of suflScient value for placing in tabulated form. Both have given fairly
good satisfaction for fodder purposes. The hairy vetches were a little higher in
yield in 1915 and the winter rye in 1917.

Fodder Com.—In 1917, fodder or silage corn was grown on 511,329 acres in
Ontario. The area devoted to this crop has been increasing quite rapidly in recent
ye »rs. This increase is likely to continue as the com furnishes such a large amount
01 valuable stock food and is pre-eminently the silage crop of Ontario. Com serves
the purpose not only of furnishing a large amount of food, but, with thorough culti-
vation, cleans the land and fills in an important place in the rotation.

In eac'a of the past two years the seven varieties of corn specially recommended
by the Ortario Cora Growers* Association were used in the co-operative experi-
ments for fodder production. There were five full reports received in 1916 and fif-

teen in 1917. The average results for the two years, in tons of fodder and also in
freshly husked ears, are as follows

:

Variety.
Tons

I

Freshly Hnsked Ears

I

per Acre. i

Wisconsin No; 7
Compton's Early
Golden Glow
Lonsfellow
White Cap Yellow Dent.
Bailey
Salzer's North Dakota.

.

3.4
3.4
3.S
3.2
3.1
2.8
3.2

Tods
Whole Crop
per Acre.

13.0
12.5
12.2
11.8
11.7
11.1
10.7
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It must be reinemberf?d that the last two years have been very abnormal, alao

that these results are from different soils and from various parts of the province;
as for instance, in 1917 the experiment was conducted in fourteen separate conntiet.

This test will likely be repeated for several years when more detailed information
will be secured regarding the value of the different corns for the separate localitiea.

Qrataes, Cloven and Alfalfa.—It is difficult to obtain full and accurate infor-

mation of the experiments with different varieties of grasses and of clovers, as the
different varieties produce a varying number of crops which are ready for cutting
at different dates. Although no tabulated results are available, some most interest-

ing and valuable co-operative experimental work is being carried on throughout
the Province, especially with alfalfa. This relates to the testing of the hardiness
of different vt-ieties, the suitability of the row method for seed production, the
value of the amplication of lime, the infuence of '"noculation, the different amounts
of seed, the best method of handling the crop for seed production, etc. It might
be mentioned that it has been found to be an excellent practice, in a number of
instances, to sow a very hardy variety of alfalfa, such as the Orimm or the Ontario
Variegated, in rows thirty inches apart, by using only three pounds of seed per
acre. The crop can be cultivated occasionally, and so far this method of sowing
has usually withstood the winter well, and has furnished a very good supply of seed
in normal years. An acre of alfalfa, sown in this way, makes » excellent source
of home-grown seed of a hardy strain, which can be kept cc. ^j^/atively free of
weeds and of weed seeds.

VARIETIES OF SWEET CORN FOR TABLE USE.

Sweet oorn is grown in Ontario for table use at home, for supplying the can-
ning factories, and for use as a green or dry fodder for farm stock. It is scarcely

ever used for making silage. For home use it is important to secure those varieties

which are ready for use at different dates and which produce corn of the highest

quality. Some people prefer using one variety of sweet com and planting at differ-

ent dates, so as to prolong the season in which the com is in the best condition for

domestic purposes. As a fodder crop, it is important to grow varieties which produce
a large amount of stalks and of ears which are most suitable for feeding in the

autumn to farm stock.

The main object in the co-operative experiments virith sweet corn has been to

secure the variety for table use at home that will furnish the green ears which are

sweet, juicy and tender, which are comparatively small, and have but few rows,

eight being the most desirable number.

No less than fifty varieties of sweet corn have been under test at the Ontario
Agricultural College. These different varieties have all been studied in the field,

and many of them have been tested for table use. In the co-operative experiments,

the varieties which have been used most extensively have been the Golden Bantam,
the Mammoth White Coiy and the Malakhoff. Of these varieties, the Oolden
Bantam has proven the best, the Mammoth White Cory the second best, and the

Malakhoff came lowest in the list. In each of the past five years only two varieties

were selected for distribution, one being the kind which has proven most desirable

and the other being a standard late variety. The two kinds used were the Oolden
Bantam of the early, and the Stowell's Evergreen of the late varieties. The follow-
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ag table giTM the average reralto of twenty iucceMfully conducted teeti of tkeie
two Tari«tiei, under gimilar ccnditioni, in the pact year:

Expisriiiient. Varieties.

Sweet Com ( lOoldcn BaaUm . .

.

(MteeU.) V8toweir«
vi Erergrcen

Nnmber of
i

'Table qialltr.
ComnaratiTei Number ot dart until

Value, Ears. readr for yj.^,
taUe u«e.

{

100

67

123

lOB

»4

104

100

74

JaietBcae.

IM

Ml

In each of the past five years the Golden Bantam was the most popular with
the experimenters, the comparative value being represented by one hundred (IM),
while that of the Stowell's Evergreen was represented by seventy-three (73) in 1913,
eighty-three (83) in 1914, seventy-seven (77) in 1916, sixty-nine (69) in 1«16,
and sixty-seven (67) in 1917. In comparative number of ears, the Golden Bantam
was the highest throughout, and was ready for table use about two weeks earlier
than the Stowell's Evergreen. In both flavor and juiciness, the Golden Bantam
•nrpassed the Evergreen in each year of the comparative tests. It is evident that
there is no sweet com throughout Ontario which is as popular for table use as the
Golden Bantam variety, which is increasing very rapidly in the farm homes thrMwh-
out the Province.

VABIETIES OF POTATOES.

Within the past twenty-five years a large amount of experimental work with
the potato crop has been conducted at the Ontario Agricultural College, l^e
results of these experiments were embodied in Bulletin No. 239, under the title ef
" Potatoes," and copies can be secured by writing to the Department of Agriciilt»ie,
Parliament Buildings, Toronto. The bulletin comprises eighty-five pages and gives
the results of upwards of fifty definite experiments, practically all of which were
conducted in each of five years or more.

The average annual yield of potatoes per acre in 1912, 1913 and 1914, was the
highest, and in 1916, 1916 and 1917, the lowest, in Ontario, of any period of
three consecutive seasons in the last thirty-five years. You are all aware that the
past three years have been abnormal seasons. These abnormal conditions have
placed the seed potato problem in a perplexing position in Ontario. Much werk
has been done during the past year in investigating potato problems, with the
idea of formulating definite plans for potato improvement in this Province.

Most of the soils of Ontario are very well adapted to potato production, provid-
ing they are properly underdrained, either naturally or artificially. Some sections
of the Province are particularly well suited to potato growing on a large eommereial
basis. Experimental evidence, however, goes to show that particularly high yields
are likely to result from the Uot, in southern Ontario, of seed potatoes obtained
from the northern sections of the Province. In each of five years an experiment
has bflfen conducted at the College in testing, under uniform conditions, potatoes eb-
tained from different sources, including New Brunswick, Northern Ontario, and
Southern Ontario. Without an exception, the highest returns were secured from the
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seed obtained in a northerly part of this Province, about 160 miles north of Toronto,
in the Huskoka district. In the past year see*', was obtained from Thunder Bay
district, near Fort Williani, and the returns were very satisfactory.

As the result of experimental work conducted at Ouelph over a series of years,
immature seed potatoes gave higher returns than those which were allowed to mature
before they were d.ig. The fact that the northern grown seed potatoes have been
produced in r comparatively cool climate, and without a severe drought, and that
the Tines have been immature at the time of digging, seems to give an explanation
of the value of northern grown seed.

Ib 1917, an enquiry was made from hundreds of experimenters with potatoes
regarding the most extensively grown varieties in the separate counties of Ontario.
In all sixty varieties were mentioned, one or more times, as being the most exten-
sively grown. As the result of a similar enquiry, fifty-seven varieties were men-
tioned in 1916, thirty-nine in 1915, fifty-one in 1914, fifty-seven in 1913, and
nfty-cight in 1918. The following gives the names and the order of the varieties
which were mentioned the greatest number of times in 1917 : Irish Cobbler, 114
Delaware, 47: Green Mountain, 42; Carman, 40; Rural New Yorker No. 2, 28
Extra Barly Eureka, 23; Empire State, 19; Beauty of Hebron, 16; Dooley, 14
Carman No. 1 and Early Ohio, each 13; Early Rose and American Wonder, each 12
Danes' Warrior, 8; White Elephant and Gold Coin, each 7; Sir Walter Raleigh, 6,
and Carman No. 3, 3. Each of twelve other varieties were mentioned twice, and
the remaining thirty kinds only once. In the last five years the varieties men-
tioned the greatest number of times as being the most extensively grown in the
ditforent counties of Ontario, are as follows

:

Varieties.

Iriah Ck>bbler

Delaware
Rural New Yorker No.
Carman
Green Mountaia
Bmyire State
HxtraEarlr Eureka...

.\veraKe Five
Years,

1913—1017.

48
31
27
25
21
14

12

Varieties.

Karly'Bose
Oanaan No. 1

Vmerican Wonder

.

Dooley
Beauty of Hebron .

.

E.irly Ohio
White Elephant...

Average Five
Years,

1913-1917.

12
9
8
8
8
7
7

I

As some reports mention Carman, others Carman No. 1, and still others Car-
man No. 3, they have been classified exactly as reported. As the Delaware and the
Green Mountain are frequently sold as one of the same variety, it will be seen that
these two taken together would, along with the Irish Cobbler, form the two varie-
ties mentioned the greatest number of times.

In the co-operative experiments conducted previous to 1913, it was found that
the Davies' Warrior had made the highest record of the late potatoes, and the
Extra Early Eureka of the early varieties. It might be mentioned that the Extra
Early Eureka and the Irish Cobbler are both early potatoes which resemble each
other closely, but in the experiments, extending over a series of years at the College,
the Extra Early Eureka has somewhat surpassed the Irish Cobbler in both yield and
quality. It was decided, in the spring of 1913, to use only the Davies' Warrior and
the Extra Early Eureka for the co-operative tests. The same two varieties ha/e
now bem used in each of the past five years, and in 1917 the Irish Cobbler was

If 1
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•lao included. The following table gives the average results of the co-operative
experiments with two varieties of potatoes, successfully tested on 263 farms in 1917:

Experiment. Varieties. 'Comparative
Value.

Per Cent,
of Small
Tubers.

Potatoes
(263 tests)

Extra Early Eureka...
Davies* Warrior

Mealiness
When
Cooked.

100
91

11
9

100
98

Bushels of
Whole
Crop

per Acre.

167.8
147.8

In addition to the varieties here reported, there were ninety-three carefully
conducted tests in which the Irish Cobbler was used. The seed potatoes of the Irish
Cobbler variety came from New Brunswick, and were secured through two different
sources. The average yield in bushels per acre of the three varieties, when brought
to the same basis, would be as follows: Extra Early Eureka, 165.1; Irish Cobbler,
168.6; and Davies' Warrior, 145.5. The percentage of small potatoes was exactly
11 in both the Extra Eaily Eureka and the Irish Cobbler varieties.

A conference was called by the Commissioner of Agriculture, and held in the
Parliament Buildings at Toronto on the 30th and Slst of October last, to discuss
the b«t methods for improving the potato industry of the Province. A committee,
of which the speaker was chairman, was appointed to make recommendations re-
garding the varieties of potatoes most suitable for growing for commercial purposes
throughout Ontario. The Association finally adopted the following recommenda-
tion:

" That the Irish Cobbler be recommended as a standard early variety for com-
mercial purposes, and the Early Ohio as an extra-early variety for market gardeners
to meet the requirements of special markets. The Green Mountain was recom-
mended as a standard late variety, with certain other late varieties as Carman No.
1, Dooley, Rural New Yorker No. 2, etc., recognized as standard varieties, and be
recommended for those districts where conditions are peculiarly favorable to their
growth. Where a variety was found especially suited to the conditions, farmers
were advised to confine their attention to such variety."

The Extra Early Eureka is very similar to the Irish Cobbler, and if these two
varieties were shipped in the same car for commercial purposes no serious results
would follow. The same could be said in regard to the Davies' Warrior and the
Green Mountain varieties. It will be seen from the earlier part of this report that
both the Irish Cobbler and the Green Mountain varieties are well established in
Ontario, and in many localities it is believed that either one or the other of these
varieties might be grown to the exclusion of other varieties. By so doing more
satisfactory results could be obtained from potato production in Ontario.

FERTILIZERS AND MANURES WITH FARM CROPS.

Interesting and valuable experiments with fertilizers and manures have been
conducted throughout Ontario with farm crops during the past twenty-six years.
In the beginning of this work the experiments were made as simple as possible in
order that the people conducting them could furnish complete reports. As experi-
ence baa been obtained the work has gradually become more complicated and is

improving in value from year to year. The results which have been obtained are of
general value. A number of the experimenters in connection with the Experimental
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Union have been carrying on testa successfully for a number of years, and are nowma position to conduct fertilizer work with a large amount of satisfaction. We
behOTe that the Experimental Union is carrying on co-operative experiments with
fertilizers at the present time which are more comprehensive than those conducted
at any other place. Information is being obtained that could not possibly be
obtamed in any other way. It is true the work is subject to criticismTbut such
18 the case with any experiments with fertilizers which have been conducted at any
tune and at any place. The results of experiments conducted through the medium
Of the Experimental Union for a period of twenty-four years may be secured in
printed form by writing to the Experimental Union Secretary, Agricultural Col-
lege, Guelph.

°

*!,
^°

^^f^
°°-operative experiments with fertilizers and manures were conducted

throughout Ontario with potatoes, mangels, rape and winter wheat. Owing to the
abnormal weather conditions, no summary tabulated report has been issued except
lor the experiment in testing fertilizers with mangels.

Nitrate of Soda and Common Salt with Mangels.

• .u^^
experiment was conducted throughout Ontario for five years in succession

in the testing of different fertilizers with mangels. The results were very interest-
ing and showed that an application of 160 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre,
applied to the land when the mangels were about three inches in height, increased
the yield of roots per acre by fully six tons, according to the average of forty-one
separate tests conducted within the five years.

In the spring of 1911 another experiment was started with fertilizers and
"?°^* \„ *^" experiment nitrate of soda was applied to the mangels at the
rate of 100, 160 and 200 pounds per acre at the same time as the seed was sown
Mid also on separate plots when the mangel plants were about three inches in height
In comparison with the six plots with nitrate of soda, common salt was applied at
the rate of 200 pounds and 400 pounds per acre at the time of sowing the mangel
seed. Two plots were left unfertilized in each experiment. In 1911 and in 1916 no
really satisfactory reports were obtained which could be used in a tabulated form.
In 1912 four, in WIS two, in 1914 three, in 1915 two and in 19ir four comnlete
reports were obtained.

Fertilizers. Yield of jyiangels

per Acre (tons.)

When Applied. Kinds.
Quantity
per Acre
(lbs.)

•Approximate
Cost

per Acre.

Averase
Five Years.
(15 tests)

When Plants
were three
inches tall.

1.

2.

Nothing

ioo
160
200

$ c.

".6b
4.80
6.00

24.08
27.14
28.36
30.29

iNitrate of Soda
3.

4.

|5. Nitrate of Soda 100
160
200
200
400

3 00 OT In

At the time Seed 6>
(1 « .«

4.80 28.57
6.00 .10.15

!
27.39
'JT no

7.

8.

9.

«< if 11

Common Salt
•< .1

•The prices here given for the nitrate of soda were approximately correct In the
earlier years of this experiment and under normal conditions.
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. I" ***! ^°''™^'' "Periment, which was conducted throughout Ontario for a
period of five years, and of which we obtained forty-one good reports, it will be
remembered that the mangel crop was increased six tons per acre by an application
of 160 pounds of nitrate of soda. In the results here presented it will be seen that
160 pounds of nitrate of soda, applied when the plants were three inches tall, in-
creased the yield of mangels 4.3 tons per acre, and that the same quantity of nitrate
of soda, applied at the time the seed was sown, increased the yield of man<rels 4 5
tons per acre. The results presented in tabulated form furnish information "regard-
ing the increases from the other applications of nitrate of soda which are worthy
of careful study. The yield of mangels per acre has been increased or decreased,
according to the amount of nitrate of soda which has been applied The highest
average yield of roots per acre in the past five years was produced from 200 pounds
of nitrate of soda per acre, applied when the plants were about three inches in
height. This was an increase of 6.2 tons per acre over the unfertilized land

SOURCES OF FARM SEED SUPPLY FOR THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

Experimental Union—Prop. W. J. Squibrell.

If any justification is required for including the Experimental Union on this
programme as a source of good seed, it will be found in its past rr -d in this
regard. For thirty-two years this organization has been supplying .ners with
good seed of the best varieties, and during this period of time 88,604 farmers, situ-
ated m every township and every county of Ontario, have received material.

The seed, distributed through the medium of the Experimental Union, was
nearly all grown in the Experimental field at the College. This seed was carefully
tested for a period of five years or .more and must have shown some special merit
to-warrant its distribution. Some of these varieties distributed have been the pro-
duct of importations from foreign countries, others of systematic selection, and
still others of artificial cross-fertilization. The Experimental Union has realized
and realizes tn-day, that one of the cliief weaknesses in crop production in the pro-
vince 18 thi presence of too many varieties in the different classes of crops. Its
aim, therefore, has been and is to send out a comparativelv few varieties?, and those
only of the very best.

This organization has given to the farmers of Ontario such varieties as the
Mandscheuri barley and the O.A.C. No. 21 barley, the latter now being practically
the only barley grown; the O.A.C. No. 72 oats, one of the most grown oats in
Ontario; the O.A.C. No. 3 oats, the Dawson's Golden Chaff and the O.A.C. No. 104
winter wheats, and several other varieties whose records speak for themselves.

It has provided the basis of seed supply for much of the work of the Canadian
Seed Growers' Association, the Field Crop Competitions, School Fairs, and other
organizations.

A large share of the prizes obtained by exhibitors in the pa.it few years at the
Provincial Winter Fair at Guelph, at the Eastern Winter Fair at Ottawa, and at
the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto, have gone to varieties which were
first distributed by the Experimental Union.

Some of the largest seed houses in Canada have considered varieties of seed,
which had their source in the work of the Experimental Union, of sufficient im-
portance to feature them in their seed catalogues.
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Tt IS true that the Experimental Union deals only in small quantities, and it

18 also tru- that occasionally we have complaints from farmers because we do not
send more seed. These men say, " We can't be bothered with these gmall quanti-
ties, but send us a bushel or two and we shall be glad to grow them " If it were
possible for us to send these larger amounts—which it is not—we would be defeat-
ing the ciuef purpose for which the Experimental Union exists, that of enMiiKf the
farmer to find out for himself, and under his own conditions, which methods or
varieties are best suited to his farm. The average farmer, I think, much over-
estimates the time it requires for these small quantities to increase to large amounts
It 18 possible for one seed of oats to increase to one hundred bushels in three years
and we have had experimenters who, from the third year's crop from seed sup-
plied by the Experimental Union, have sold hundreds of dollars' worth of seed.

Sufficient seed is sent to each experimenter to sow l-80th of an acre, excepting
111 the case of potatoes, when the amount is only enough to plant l-160th of an
acre. In addition to these amounts, it is possible for paid members of the Union
to get one "Member's Special," whit'a consists, generally, of five pounds of seed.

The farmer who obtains Experimental Union seed, though the quantity may
not be large, is sure of getting, free of charge, seed of varieties true to name; the
best seed of these varieties, as the seed is all handpicked, and material free from
any fungus disease where it ia possible to make it so.

The Department of Field Husbandry keeps a list of men who have good seed
for sale, and farmers who wish to obtain seed of those varieties which have been
distributed for some time by the Experimental Union, in larger quantities than
18 regularly supplied for experiment, may do so by writing to the Director of Co-
operative Experiments in Field Crops.

i« i,^^'^^^^
^^^

"^^^'^V^f
^'^ ^f 'he success, other than the supplying of good seedm the distribution work of the Experimental Union, lies in the Set that itirable toreach every faimer, even those the most remote from the oliief seed centres n„,Ithat its method of operation is competitive.

>-^""t., nn<i

The (.btaining of 'the best seed of the be.t varieties cannot be too «tro,wIvemphasized when wo consider if we take the ca.e of alfalfa alone, that it is possihl >

o get seed of this crop which will vary in production from nothing to ncarlv ti etons of hay pc.- acre. No farmer could have better insurance o„ hL< „.„ps t m. sprovided by the sowing of thp best seed.

O.VTAnio Seed Trade—Waltek STfc::i.h.

The source of many varieties of seed and seed crain i^i visiWo +« «„
travelling through Ontario during the summer andrrly' fdVand t oSyT^^^^sary to mention them brieflv:

«- « ouiy neces

. /'^""^''fy
«"

''f
^1 f5«i" '^'i

in this Province is produced locallv or se.mredm the Canadian West. Every indication points to r large demand for good dl^d oats and Rec Fyfe seed wheat, but. unfortunately, Supplies of bothTre'shoThere IS a good stock of Maiqu.s seed wheat available, also a fair sunph- of barlc^buckwheat and Canadian field peas. ^^ ^ ^'^ '""^'^>-

• The Ontario crop of red clover is short, and it will be necessary to import con-siderable quantities rom the Xorth-wcsten, States, which we find gives fetter""
suits than seed produced farther south c from European countries. A mitcdquantity will be avnilalde from New Ontario.

""iitui

Alsike is a full aurajre crop, both in quality and quantitv. an,! there will b.ample stocks of goo.l qualify for h<.nic requirements.
"
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The Ontario crop of alfalfa is again very short, and no European seed is avaU-

Timothy was a good crop in Ontario, and during the past two or three years
cooBiderable quantities of choice seed have been produced in Southern Alberta
which have ^ven good results in Ontario and Eastern Canada. Unfortunately!
Oanada does not yet produce sufficient for requirements of the trade, and larse
quantities are imported each season from the United States.

We wiU also have to depend largely the present season "on the country to the
•outh for seed com, as the Ontario yield is very short, though in favorable eeasons
considerable quantities of Flints and Early Dents are produced in the South-western
Counties.

There is a large market each season for choice stocks of seed grain, and agmter number of fanners should specialize in producing pure stocks suitable for•e^ purposes, which can be disposed of at a premium over ordinary market prices
and would give a much larger financial return for their labor.

I would also like to emphasize the importance of removing weeds from grow-
ing crops of clover intended for seed purposes, as many varieties cannot be removed
by nuUmg, and it will pay the producer many times over for the labor expended.

The sources of vegetable and field root seeds are not so well known as those
previously mentioned. I have frequently been asked if we grow all our seeds on
our farm at Oakville.

The chief object in maintaining these grouiids is to have a suitable place to
test all the stocks we handle. Each season we make a field test "' every variety
of vegetable and root seed received, growing similar varieties recei\oa from various
growers side by side, and including tests from new sources of supply offered.
An accurate record has been kept in this manner by our company for many years.

For some years past there has been considerable agitation on the part of the
Seed Branch at Ottawt to produce seeds in Ontario, or at least in Canada, and I
am pleased to state that this is a matter that was looked into very carefully by
our company. Mauy years ago our Mr. Briggs conceived the idea that we could
supply more reliable and uniform strains if we selected our own plants and roots
and produced our own seed stock, afterward sending it to more favored countries,
where a crop would be more certain. Unfortunately, though the experiment was
tried with both annuals and biennials, it was found impracticable, and our present
method adopted. Each season we aiake from 900 to 1,200 comparative tests. Care-
ful records are made and every variety is maintained at the highest possible standard
of quality. In this manner a constant process of selection is maintained at a
minimum expense.

I suppose the majority of those present believe that carefully selected, fully
ripened seed, produced in a given locality, will produce a better crop in that
tecality than imported stocks, but this is far from being a universal rule.

To give a few illustrations : The United States, with possibly the most varied
Mil and climate in the world, cannot produce swede turnip or mangel seed to com-
pare in results with importations from England and France. The same applies
to garden beets and many other vegetables. California can produce a fair strain

of certain varieties of celery, but to be dependable the seed stock must be imported
from France, as, even with the most careful selection, locally grown seed rapidly
deteriorates. Exactly the same conditions apply to the firer varieties of table carrot.

You have been assured that Ontario car successfully grow root crop seed in
oommercial quantities because conditions were so similar to the growing sections
of Germany. Yet, our firm ^'scontinued growing mangel seed in Central Europe
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some years ago, as we found the quality compared unfavorably with English and
French-grown stocks. Germany never was a factor in producing swede turnips.

Danish supplies of mangel were also heralded as being superior for Canadian
use, and our firm secured supplies at considerably higher prices than from other

sources for some years, until we found that the dangerously low vitality was a
usual condition, when several large shipments were returned and importations dis-

continued.

To sum up the results of our experience, we have found,, in common with seed

merchants in every other country, that certain portions of the earth are especially

adapted for growing certain crops, and that the results obtained from seed pro-

duced in these sections will be more uniform and generally satisfactory than from
seed produced at home or in any other present known section. Some of these

localities are in California, the Central and Eastern States, the British Isles, France,

and Holland.

At the present time, when the world is crying for supplies that can be pro-

duced in Canada to better advantage than any other country in the world, it does

not appear a wise diversion to experiment extensively in seed producing, particu-

larly in Ontario, where the growers of practically the only garden seeds produced
in Canada, viz., peas and beans, find it impossible to place contracts, even at prices

previously unheard of.

The greatest service the Seed Branch has given to the people of Canada is in

their educational work in convincing planters that it pays to sow the best seeds

obtainable, and there is still an ample field for their efforts in this direction.

As a result, we presumcj of the inducements offered to produce seed locally,

we receive letters from time to time advising that a sample of seed is being for-

warded; for example, turnip seed, and requesting our highest quotation. Variety

names are rarely mentioned, and conditions under which it has been grown and
source of seed stock—^never.

We have also received lists of Canadian-grown supplies t..c p... tew seasons,

with the information opposite a number of entries that they are pjssibly cross-

fertiKzed. Instead of these supplies being offered to the public, they should be

destroyed by the inspectors, unless facilities are provided for carrying the stock

until a careful field test can be made.

The present season, if expected deliveries are received safely, there should be

suflScient supplies for Canadian demands, though prices, in sympathy with all other

agricultural products, will be much higher than usual. Any shortages will be due

more to the extremely unfavorable season in Europe and the United States, than

to conditions caused by the war. The season of 1919 will be more critical, owing

to reduced surplus stocks, but every effort is being made to place contracts through

the best available sources of supply, and much will depend on the season and

export restrictions.

It is commonly believed by many, who have learned the prices paid to growers,

that the seed merchant makes an exorbitant profit. Unfortunately, the spread

between buying and selling price is largely absorbed by unavoidable expenses.

The first expense is for freight and insurance, both of which items the past

three years, particularly, have been a heavy tax. On arrival, each bag is opened

and inspected to see if it has arrived in good condition to be placed in storage,

and a sample removed, part of which is used for germination test at once, and

baLnce laid aside for a field test during the summer, which entails still further

labor in planting, cultivating, and recording. When orders are received, the orig-

inal shipment is measured or weighed up in smaller lots as required, and packed
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for transportation. In addition to heavy charges for labor, the season h v.ry
short, and it is only possible to turn over your investment in stock once cat h year.
at most, and a permanent lockup of a considerable sum is necessary for buildings
and machinery. In addition to general cost of conducting business, an attractive
catalogue is necessary, which still further reduces the gross profit.

It is doubtful if any enterprise in Canada during the past gentratioii ha*
demanded such close attention to meet the demands of a critical public, and vifMid
such small unancial returns.

District Rkpbesentatives—R. S. Ddncan.

In view of the conditions that prevailed one year ago and the diffi( iiltj- -i.nie
farmers had in obtaining seed, a seed campa-gn was inaugurated by tlic I)«paTt-
ment of Agriculture, and carried out through their District Representatives. This
scheme resulted in a great deal of pure seed being distributed to the farnui* in
the various counties. The campaign was carried on through the newspapers, in-
viting farmers to send samples of seed, together witli the quantity thev had lor

.
sale and the price, to the district representative, and these samples of "sifd were
displayed in their office in small boxes, or placed in glass jars. Farmers roraing
into the office would inspect this seed, and in this way the district representative
acted as a medium of exchange. The representative would suggest that the iarmcr
write direct to the farmer who had seed for sale and make his own bargain: in
other words, the district representative's office was simply used as a clearing house
for good seed.

To give some idea of what was accomplished, I will give two tonrrete ex-
amples. In York County, 150 farmers received this information from th*' district
representative's office, and were put in touch with farmers having this good seed.
and we know from the records that 150 farmers actually got seed from farmers in
the district who had it.

In Glengarry County over 2,000 bushels of good seed were actually di-tnhuttfl
through this means to fanners who hadn't good seed from the 1916 crop.

We have been receiving crop reports, during the past year or so, each wttk
from the district representatives, and there is a special paragraph set asidp for
products required by farmers or products offered for sale. Farmers in certain coun-
ties may, perhaps, have beans or good, pure seed potatoes; or alfalfa seed or t lever
seed; or good barley or oat seed, and the representative would simply list these in
the weekly crop report. There is another paragraph devoted to the wants of tht-

farmers in that district. Schedules would be prepared and sent to the district
representative, and in turn to the various farmers' clubs. In this way a great deal
of seed was exchanged between farmers, and it put the farmers in touch with
good seed. That has been carried out througli the district representatives during
the past few years, in connection with their farmers' clubs and other agricultural
organizations in their counties.

It would be possible for the district representatives to display samples of seed
from the winning fields in the Field Crop Competitions, in their offices, and in
this way a number of farmers can be put in touch with a source of good seed. This
might also be true with the seed which won prizes at Qnelph Winter Fair, and
which will win prizes at the Kemptville Seed Fair, which will be held this month.

The district representatives in their travels during the season have been urged
to keep their eyes open and look out for good fields of seed. In this way, they will
be able to put fanners in touch with the actual conditions as they existed durim:
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the growing season, and, understanding these conditions, would t)e able to impart
that information to the fanners. Of course, the district representative would co-
operate with all other organizations, Kxperimental Union, seed hou«es etc in
netting an equitable distribution of pure seed.

'

The corn situation this year is a very acute one, and as a consequence I doubt
very much whether the district representatives will be able to assist in the diotri-
bution of this seed, any more than perhaps to put farmers in touch with source^
of good seed.

During the past few years, the district representatives have been conducting
a variety test m corn, with certain standard varieties. The object of the«e varietv
tests IS simply to find out what variety of corn will do best in a certain district
iind, after thej find out this information, they will advise the corn growers in
the south-western peninsula to grow these special varieties for the farmers.

During last year there was an acute shortage in potato seed; forty cars of
potatoes from New Brunswick and the Western Province were distributed through
the medium of the district representatives; farmers' clubs would handle them or
some local merchants in the town. In some in.^tances, the municipal council would
handle the carload of potatoes. Very satisfactory results have been achieved in
connection with the distribution of these carloads of potatoes, a.-d particularly i"^

this true with the potatoes from New Brunswick. Fairly satisfactory reports have
been received of the potatoes which were planted and obtained from the Western
Provinces.

In connection with the Field Crop Competitions, which have been conducted
over the Province during the past few years, every contestant has secured goo<I
seed, and we are making an endeavor to get that seed as pure as we possibly can.
This holds true in the case of potatoes, oats and barley, and in some cases, of
wheat. The representatives are in touch with all these men, whose fields have
been inspected in their counties. This forms a source of good seed, for which
arrangements have been made for distribution.

Then, in a number of seed centres, there are organizations operating under
the rules of the Canadian Seed Growers' Association, in various counties—in oats,
wheat, barley, and potatoes. These organizations in the seed centres have been
practically all organized through the district representatives. And, while some
are producing registered seed, others again have only improved the seed, and that
is a source of good seed. In two counties in Eastern Ontario, i.e., Carleton and
Russell, we have boys' and girls' potato-growing contests. I have just forgotten
the number of boys who have competed in these contests, but each boy has to put
in one-tenth of an acre, and he naturally secures the best seed in his district. Cer-
tain varieties arc grown in certain districts. The Green Mountain variety has been
grown most extensively. The yield has varied from 200 to 400 and 450 bushels
per acre—on the 1-lOth acre basis. In many cases farmers arc going to the young
l)oys for their seed for the coming year.

In connection with the Rural School Fair, methods have been organized for
the last seven or eight years. In 1917, 3,072 individual plots of barley were grown
in the Province of Ontario; 4,;?!)2 individual plots of oats; 1,380 individual plot,-
of wheat, and 14,532 individual plots of potatoes. Barley, oats and wheat werf
given out in one-pound lots, and the potatoes in five-pound lots. y»Jtogether, thew
totalled 23,676 individual plots of oats, barley, wheat, and potatoes.

Practically all this seed was of the following varieties: Barlev O.A.C. No. 21

:

oats, O.A.C. No. 72, and, in some cases, Banner; wheat, Marquis; and potatoes, I
am sorry to say, there may have been 10 or 15 different varieties distributed laot

I
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year. Lut year the potato situation was unfavorable, but this year, I may say,

that all the potatoes for distribution in connection with the School Fair methods
have been purchased from Northern Ontario, and the varieties that will be grown
are Orcen Mountain and Irish Ctobbler.

What effect will the distribution of these seeds have in conuection with the

source of supply of good seed ? I can -ri m instance after instance of where the

farmer is growing a variety that was ori^xjaJly distributed to the pupils some few
years ago, and he has nothing but that one variety on his farm to-day. That holds

true in oats and barley. I know one district where the boys' potato contest was
conducted, where 90 per cent, of the boys received Oreen Mountain potatoes. There
are very few other varieties grown there but that one.

District representatives are* at the command of the farmers, and they will only

be too glad to co-operate with organized bodies and assist in the distribution of the

seed supply we have for the Province of Ontario for 1918.

Field Chop Coupetitioks—J. Lockie Wilson.

I am very glad to have the opportunity of going over very briefly some things

that have happened in the last ten years with regard to the Standing Field Crop
Competitions. The competitions have been a success, and it is due very largely

to the foundation laid by you gentlemen who are here to-day. The Experimental
Union in the past thirty years has done a splendid work in improving the field

crop? of this country. In addition to this, I may say that the successful prosecu-

tion of the work of the field crop competitions is very largely due to the splendid

assistance given us by the ofiBcials of the Guelph Agricultural College and the

Ottawa Experimental Farm. The farm journals have also assisted splendidly in

advertising the work over all the Province.
,

In 1907, we got the first grant of $1,000 from the Hon. Nelson Monteith, to

start the work. Beginning with ten societies and 325 farmers in 1907, we had this

past year 185 societies, 7,000 entries, and 7,000 fields were judged. The grant
given by the Government then was $1,000, while the grant to-day is $25,500, in-

cluding the spring Seed Fairs. Twenty thousand dollars was utilized for the work
of the Standing Field Crop Competitions in 1917. From this you can form some
idea of the opinion the Ontario Government has of the work in hand, and also the

opinion of the farmers of this country in respect to the Standing Field Crop
Competitions.

I don't believe there ever was a grant pa'd out by the Federal or the Provincial

Governments that has proved of more value to the agriculturists of Ontario than
has this amount of money paid out for Standing Field Crop Competitions. The
first diflBcuIty evea the ten societies had, was to get competent field crop judges.

The Federal Government kindly loaned men, and, with the help of some expert grain

growers, the work was accomplished the first year. It developed fast. To have
uniformity in judging, we established short courses for Department Field Crop
Judges, and this has been of vital importance to all men who attended these classes.

There has never been a farmer who has attended the short courses to fit himself
as a judge of grain, but said he was well repaid for his time, in so far as he was
personally concerned, and so far as the work was concerned on his own farm. We
had 150 judpes employed last year on the Standing Field Crop Competitions.

I hope suggestions will come from this Convention regarding important rules

and regulations. You are after all bound to be, in the coming years as in the past,

the real book-keepers along this line. I believe it is for you to assist in every
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pooible way, by making luggestioni for the future, towards this splendid agricul-
tural and educational work.

Score cards were prepared, short courses for judges were held, and the judges
were sent out and the work has been well done. Last year over one hundred
societies took up two crops, and eighty-five, one crop. Every agricultural society
can conduct either one or two field crop competitions. Agricultural men must be
members of an agricultural society to compete. We have lud as many as forty and
fifty men in these competitions in one society. So the work is progressing.

We have found that many good farmers wanted to know where to find good
seed. How were they going to get it? We added an appendix to the report of
thn Agricultural Societies, and in that appendix the names and addresses of every
farmer that entered the competition, the name of the variety of crop, the exact
score taken in the field crop competition, the names of the members winning, and
the zuunes of the different men who did the judging, were entered. Thousands
of copies of this appendix are issued every year, and the one for 1918 is now in the
hands of the printer, and the farmers will have an opportunity of finding out the
men who have been most successful in the Standing Field Crop Competitions.
They will also know by this report which weeds, if any, have been in every field

in the 70,000 acres judged his year, so I say, so far as the appendix is concerned,
it will be of value to the farmers when it is issued, and it has been of value in
the past.

The farmers are not the only ones who profit by the Standing Field Crop
Competitions. The Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association has taken it up. For
the past few years they have been offering prizes for the best kept market gardens
or vegetable gardens entered by members of the Ontario Vegetable Growers' As-
sociation. Their crop competitions are on the same lines as the Standing Field
Crop Competitions. So much has the country profited that the larger exhibitions
are writing and asking that they have an opportunity of offering larger prizes.
The Canadian National Exhibition, shortly after we started, realized that there
was a forward movement in it, and offered $100 in prizes for the members winningm the Standing Field Crop Competitions. Only prize-winners are allowed to
compete at the large exhibitions. At the Provincial Winter Fair, Guelph- the
Eastern Ontario Winter Fair, Ottawa; and the Canadian National Exhibition,
Toronto, prizes are given to further the educational work that is being carried on.

Canadian Seed Growees* Association—L. H. Newman.

The Canadian Seed Growers' Association has, scattered throughout Canada,
over 1,500 farmers doing more or less work in producing seed of various kinds!
Five hundred and eighty-three of this number are located in Ontario, and of these
-only a comparatively small percentage have any considerable quantity for sale
Up to the present date we have listed 45,040 bushels of oats, 2.220 bushels barley,
^,744 bushels potatoes, 30,420 bushels wheat, and 170 bushels of corn. In Ontario
alone we have listed 1,450 bushels of wheat, 6,345 bushels oats, 1,390 busheTs barley
170 bushels corn, and 400 bushels potatoes. Mai:v growers have not listed their
offermgs in view of the fact that these have found ready sale locally. A good daal
•of the seed that is being offered is quite suitable for foundation stock, and has been
picked up readily at good prices. J- fact, all seed which is suitable for registration
IS findmg a ready market. The .north Gower Banner Oat Centre, for instance,
has an offer for its entire supply of Registered Banner oats at $1.25 per bushel

In years like this the value of Seed Centres, as a source of supply of good seed,
IS particularly apparent, and it is earnestly hoped that a greater number of these
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will be izcd and put on a good basis as soon as possible. In arerage jcars

i^eed oaU, particularly, have been brought into Ontario in considerable quantities

from other provinces. This /ear, however, other provinces, notably Quebec, and tn

some extent the Maritime Provinces, are looking to Ontario for their supply.

The value of good seed is gradually impressing itself upon the minds of the

farmers throughout the Province, an a result of which an increasing number are

taking up systematic work under the direction of the Association on their own farms,

while the demands for good seed on the part of others is likewise increasing. Un-
fortunately the present labor conditions mitigate against any rapid increase in

membership, and therefore in the production of the class of seed that is wanted.

What is clearly needed in the Province at the present time is a systematic effort

to encourage a greater number of farmers to sow only pure seed and to operate

so that when they harvest a crop of grain good enough for seed, they may offer

this to the trade as such. In order to assist farmers in carrying this into effe< t»

the C.S.G.A. was organized, and all who contemplate doing something along thi.»

line should at onrc apply for membership.

Tub Western Ontario Seed Growers' Association—A. McEennst.

An Association i£2orporated under the Agricultural Association's Act, and
known as the Western Ontario Seed Growers' Association, was formed in Deccmbt-r,

1914.

The object of the Association is to encourage a general and constant improvf-

ment in the production and dissemination of all high-class field, root and vegetable

seeds, including cereals, clovers, grasses, roots and vegetables.

1. By co-operating with the Department of Agriculture.

2. By holding meetings to discuss matters of importance to the seed-growing

industry in the Province.

3. By co-operating with Exhibition and Seed Associations and Societies, firms

or individuals, to advance the interests of the seed-growing industry

generally.

4. By holding, and assisting to hold, competitive exhibidons and edncationiil

meetings.

All bora-fide seed growers and persons professionally interested in seed grow-

ing, who are willing to comply with the Constitution and By-laws of this Associa-

tion, are eligible for membership in this .\ssociation upon payment of a membership

fee of $1.00.

All seed for sale by members of this Association must bt> described accurately

as to variety, germination and purity and guaranteed as descril)cd.

Purity in this case shall mean the number and kind of all weed and othi r

seed content.

Purchasers of seed must notify the Assoriation of all complaints within f»ii

days after receipt of seed. The Association may at any time in its discretion

take action against any mem'ocr should complaint arise.

It is the aim of this Association to encourage its members to greater prwliii-

lion by means of

—

(a) More,thorough and efficient methods of cultivation.

(6) By careful application of suitable fertilizers,

(c) By proper rotation of crops,

(d) Using the best seed obtaiiiable. '
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The members arc expected, bo far as possible, to secure their stock seed fiom

the growers of registered seed and from the Dominion and Provincial Experiment

Stations. This method is to be adopted for the purpose of securing not only the

highest production, but an available quantity of first-class seed, which may be sold

at a reasonable price. This seed would be only a few generations removed from the

registered seed produced by the Canadian Seed Growers' Association, or from the

i-:eed sent out by the Experiment Stations.

This Association has a representation on the Executive Committee of the

Ontario Provincial Winter Fair, and now all exhibitors in the general class of the

Seed Exhibition in connection with this fair are members of this Association.

Each director of the Association is expected to keep the secretary advised,

(luring the season, as to tl probable production of crops in his locality.

Ontario Corn Growers' Association—P. L. Fancheh.

The com crop for Ontario has been rapidly increasing, both in the number of

aores grown in the older corn-grt)wing areas and in the newei ireas. This increased

acreage has demanded a large seed supply. At no time has Ontario ever met this

demand with Ontario-grown seed. In fact, the majority of the seed sown for

ensilage p..;'pose8 has been imported, while that grown for husking has been of On-
tario varieties. Ontario has never had such a shortage of her own varieties fit for

seed as she has at the present time. This is true for the United States as well,

but to a lesser extent. The past season was so cold that corn did not come to

maturity early in the fall; and the fall was so wet and cold that what got fairly

well matured did not have a chance to get thoroughly dry before frost came.
To put it briefly, Ontario has not enough good seed corn of her own varieties to

reseed the seed-producing section of Ontario. The ensilage grower will have to be
content this year with seed fiom the United States.

As to the supply of seed in the United States, much may be said, but it is

sufficient to emphasize here the face that the United States has met similar results

as Ontario in seasonal reverses, ard we must not put too much faith in the United
Siates com for seed purposes.

The latest reports show tliat the average germination tost for good United
States shell corn this year, and even much ear corn, docs not run 70 per cent.,

much of it around 50 per cent. Good seed corn is hard to obtain in the United
States, and whore it is found in any quantity it is being picked up fast. Nearly
all of this com is in the south, where frosts did not come before the corn got dried.

So the ensilage growers will have to he sati-ifiod with soutliorn-grown dent corn if

thej wish good strong germination.

Let me say here that there is some <xood seed corn in the car, testing 90 per
cent, and above. Every effort is being made to get this good com into Ontario.

/ cannot emphasize too much the great importance of farmers demanding ger-
mination tests from those selling seed corn.

One thing siore, do not take anyone else's test as absolute. Test the seed you
buy for yourself. T know that there is rnueh corn that seems to be good seed that
».« vot.

Test the seed for yourself before planting.

IS

I s

Dominion Seed Branch—W. J. W. Lennox.

The members of the Canadian Seed Qro- .;is' Association, whose organization
receives a grant from the Federal Department of Agriculture, are in a position to
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moltiply the guperior itrains of aetd bred and selected by Federal and Provincial
pepMtment Experiment Station*. From these the members of the Western On-
Ur'o Seed Growers' Association and successful competitors in Field Crop Competi-
tiona commonly obtain the required amount of seed. The product of these fields
ahould materially help to create a supply of seed in every county. The Seed Branch
provides $50,000 a year to support Field Crop Competitions, Seed Fairs and Pro-mcial Seed Exhibitions, more than $14,000 of which come into the Province of
Ontario. Considering the prospective shortage of field, root and garden vegetable
eeds as indicated by the unusually high prices, competitions in these crops shouldnow be restricted to seed crops. It seems desirable that the number of varieties for
which compe itions may be held be reduced to a few approved, as has already been
done with potatoes.

Should a further allotment of money by the Federal Department in support
of competitions be considered advisable, the Seed Branch contemplates an advanced
step m connection with these competitions, and may suggest that prizes be restricted
to crops grown from registered seed.

"- .ni°°**"'\*L*^! P'*"'*".* *™^' '' '' impossible to secure from many districts
a sufficient quantity of oats of any given variety to fill one car. It might be correct
to suggest that a competition be held for one particular variety. In localitieswhere this is practised, a large supply of uniform product would be available for
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w««*^J7h'"r;"'-.
Standards of quality for seed wheat,^ ol?^ and .1*^ bar^?

JJ,« ai^ Rr/n.^ .r«"-M"v'"=i' /I**
administered by the Seed Inspection Divlelon of

\^t f!!^ ^^^ **t"'
^^^'^^ 1*" t""* experienced Inspectors at each elevator. All ofWW fi.^Q*i^''p''''S''*?

"^^^
'"'"f^*

'"''^"* *« ^*'°8 S'aded seed by these men overwhom the Seed Purchasing Commission had no direct control. In addition to Inspect-

w.i5"'^^^fl'^*°
purchased by the Seed Purchasing Commission, these serf InaSr,Issued certificates and caused to be separately binned all grain admitted to theseelevators that was sufficiently clean and good to pass the seed grades. The Seed Pur-
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cbuing CommlMioii did not hara a monopolr o: the parehtM and Ml* ot grtln for
which M«d cortiflcatM wort lamed at the** lnt*rlor tarmlnal aUratora. Th* Commtv
Ion did, how*T*r, handl* a aufllelant quantity ot **d sraln to manr* an abnndanr
aapplr nt telr prlcaa.

" Tb* Commlaalon purehaaad itz hnndrad and twantr-nlne tHonaand buihela ot oa*d
wh*at, tour hnndrod and algbt thouaand buabala ot aaad oata, aud a omaU quantity ot
aead barley. Tbia aaad, which waa aelected because ot being clean and free from wild
oata and other nozioua Impurltlea, waa carefully recleaned and sold at a price sufficient

to cover the net coat of th* recleaned aeed. Special freight rates and arrangements for

handling v-er* prorlJed by the railway companlea. The ProTlnelal Dopartmenta of
Agriculture for Manitoba and Saskatchewan extended their hearty co-operation by pro-

viding thr innniclpal governing bodies with financial aaalatanc* to onabl* tham to pur-
chaaa a* - for needy tanner*. Seed grain in any quantity waa ahlppad either in aacka
or in bulk to fill ordera received from Individual farmera, farmera' organizations, muni-
cipal fovoming bodies or aeed merchanf<«, in any part ot Canada. One hundred and
flfty-tonr thouaand buahela ot a«ed oata a-<d a email quantity ot aeed wheat were shipped

on ordera from points in Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick.
"All orders were filled aubject to cash payment by bank draft and the moneya aa

collaetad were dapoaltad to the ciedlt ot the Recelver-Oeneral. A toUl ot one million

four hundred thouaand dollara w\a placed to the joint credit ot the Chief Comiolaaionar
and the Accountant in Reglna in Inatallmenta ot one hundred thouaand dollara aa

required. The total amount returned to the Receiver-General up to tb* 30th of Ssptem-
ber, 1917, waa one million four hundred and tw*nty-two thouaand dollara, in addition

to which there la In the Canadian Government elevator at Moose Jaw about twenty-four

thouaand buahela ot aeed oata, which were held in reserve and will be needed in Saa-

katchewan for next spring's seeding.

"The volume ot the work entailed In handling seed grain of thia amount, which
baa to be procured by picking out apeclal cars ot superior quality can be fully appre-

ciated only by men who have had wide experience in this kind of business. All of this

work, however, waa managed throughout by the members of the Seed Branch atatt who
aerved on the Commission and who had had several years' experience in the work ot

aeed Inapectlon. That the seed sold and distributed was generally Si-tisfactory would
aaem evident from the fact that no serious complaints and many letters of commenda-
tion have been received. The Commission is now purchasing seed oats In quantity

for next year's auppUea to meet the needs of northern areas in Saskatchewan, Manitoba,

Ontario, Quebec tifii New Brunswick. In addition they will procure auillcient au^pUea ot

high quality Marquis seed wheat, grown from registered seed, to meet the needa of

thoae farmers who may declre to procure a supply of fresh lei at superior quality.

All orders for seed grain desired from this Commission should be addressed to Seed

Purchasing Commission, Post Office Building, Reglna, Saak.

"

The Seed Purchasiug Commission has continued its operations again this

vear and is in a position to supply seed wheat, oats or barley from Government

terminal elevators at Calgary, Moose Jaw, SasLatoon and the Harbour Elevator

at Quebec. The Seed Purchasing Commission is not pushing the seed grain business,

but has been pressed into taking care of a seed situation that resulted from extra-

ordinary prices and a highly speculative condition of seed business that rendered

it exceedingly risky for seed grain merchants to perform their normal functions.

In consequence, the purpose of the Seed Purchasing Commission has been simply to

provide la?ge reserve supplies of good, sound grain that may safely be used for

seeding, and to have this seed grain in storage in Canadian Government elevators

at points convenient for distribution to meet any emergency that might arise. The

business of the seed merchant or seed grower in the matter of production and dis-

tribution of named varieties of superior quality of seed grain does not form a part

of the work of the Seed Purchasing Commission.

For information as to prices, applicants should communicate directly with the

Seed Purchasing Commission, Post OflRce Building, Regina, Saskatchewan, or

Quebec City. Supplies of seed oats are now being purchased in the Province of

Ontario. It may here be announced that special arrangements have been made
with private companies to guard against probable shortage of seed peas and seed

beans.
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KOOT SEED GROWING IN CANADA.

Dr. M. 0. Malte.

.' ^r %IZ IZTi'Lfr 7' "''^ ^''"^^ "^^ '''^ S^°^" *" ^^'"'^-J" '-f-'' tlu.

Vn.o « r \ ^ ^^"^ ""'* e^o^^n in the Maritime Provinces, cspeciallv
'' yova Scotia, and some mangel and beet seed was raised in OnSr o but t e

ioof^S^^^^^^^^^^ irSlTrmrbadtl't;i^ "^ ^^^ ^^'^

Ln tvfvranTdet . "fi"""" '\r?' ''^ """''^^^^'"'^- ' ''^'-^' ^^ tS^ con^^e :non to give an\ detail figures on the imports for the years before the w«p h„fjust to give some idea of the quantities of root seed that cC to Canada frTm'someo£ the European countries now at war. I may hev that in the year 1913 14 r,«3o

ioTooS' ''TV^'"''^'
'' ^""''P '^^ from^Holland ^dTranee only XJ

ana aoout dJ,000 pounds of carrot seed from France.

K.,r„!!T
"""^ several reasons why Canadian farmers were content to use importedEuropean seed in pre erence to Canadian-grown before the war. In the firsTpTacelabor was cheaper and more plentiful in Europe than on this side of the Atlanti

"

A.S a consequence the European grower could bring on the market seed crops a amuch lower price than could the Canadian or American farmer. The factXt Lerural districts of most European countries arc comparatively thickly poplteS £long ago brought home to the farmers of Europe the necessity of fSn. on an

w"TnM ' '^'^
'!

""'^°°^" *° *^*^ '•'""try The necessity of uthrng everyfoot of tillable ground to the greatest possible advantage and with thrsmane.t p7»ble outlay of money, has resulted in more general employment n faTm work^f"

A« a resul of such conditions, the European farmer could, before the warTun kCanada with root seed at very low prices.
P' -^

Another reason why Canada, before tlie war, imported her .nnnJv nf ,„«* ...^w^ due to a rather widespread, but surely fals'e coCtioro Th^value froml'

Tcanadr'^f "^r'"''
"^..^^-P^^^^-^^own seed in comparison with s^d ^™wnn Canada. It ,s quite generally supposed, both in Canada and in the United sTtesthat European-grown seed of field roots, especially sugar beets is of muS,rr.«Wvalue than any root seed grown in Ameriei, because it is Wht capable S ^ oducing larger crops of better quality. The reason for such aTupriS 2S"as I wil show presently, is entirely without foundation, is yaguelHtr^buredt
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with seed of at least average quality, but with the outbreak of war conditions

became different.

During the first year of the war there was really no actual danger of Canada
suffering from seed shortage in the immediate future, because the Canadian seed

houses were well stocked with all principal varieties ; they also had contracts for the

delivery of varieties actually available in allied European countries. But as time
went by, with no signs pointing to an early peace, the danger of a seed shortage

in Canada gradually increased. The danger began to be pronounced when it

became known that the European seed-exporting countries, from which Canada
sf'.l might hope to secure an adequate supply, i.e., the United Kingdom, France
Tind Hoi!i:!)d,.had restricted the export of seed for the duration of the war. The
danger lici aiu') intensified when it began to be realized, on this side of the Atlantic,

l!>dt the v^airiug nations in Europe gradually were being forced to concentrate, if

aot all, at le ist most of their activity in agriculture on production of food for the

diiiii^;. Lii!ter still, the danger became extremely jrrave when, to the diflBculty ©f

buying the seed in Europe, was being added the difficulty of securing ocean trans-

portation, and, if such could be secured, to bring the seed in safety across the

Atlaatic.

To sum up, the war has created a situation with regard to Canada's root seed

supply that must be called extremely serious. I am sorry that I have to make s«eh

a statement, but there is no use to try to deceive ourselves when wc have the actual

facts staring us in the face.

As it is, something must be done to bring relief, and to bring it as quickly as

posaible. I shall briefly sketch what has been done by the Dominion Experimental
Farais to relieve the root seed situation.

Dominion Experimental Farms Take Action.—Before I tell you what the

Experimental Farms are doing now, 1 beg to call your attention to the fact that,

from the very beginning of the war, the Experimental Farms have been warning
tho farmers of Canada repeatedly against the possibilities of a serious curtailment
in the root seed supply, and have tried, I think, their best to prevent the creation

of a situation such as exists at present.

The Central Experimental Farm, in Ottawa, realized, right from the beginniag
of tke war that, on accoimt of a very probable disorganization in the seed-exportiag

business of Europe, there was a certain danger of Canada's supply of seed being
partially, or even wholly, cut off, should the war last any length of time. For this

reastn a bulletin was issued early in the spring of 1915, i.e. approximately half a
year after the outbreak of the war. This bulletin, which is entitled " Growing Field
Root, Vegetable and Flower Seeds in Canada," strongly urges the Canadian farmer
to take up field root seed growing for the purpose of meeting a threatening shortage
in the supply.

A year later, i.e. in March, 1916, the " Seasonable Hints," a publication issued
by the Central Experimental Farm three times a year, and distributed to nearly
400,400 farmers, had an article on the rout seed situation, saying in part

:

" Reports from Europe Indicate that the grotcing of field-root seed in the countrits
at wir h(u bern neglected during the pa»t seaton. As a result, the export of all kinds
of seed from France and Oermany, the chief root-seed producing countries of Europe.
has teen restricted for the duration of the war.

" In view of this It Is evident that, even should the war be brought to an end in the
nearest future, there Is still a grave danger of Canada not being able to secure from
Europe, for years to come, the quantity of root-seed necesBary to fill Its needs. You
are, therefore, urged seriously to consider the situation and to help to leseen the danger

\ I
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maferuSif"
'^'""'^'' *" " "'"^^ *" '''^ '"''°"t ^l^'^^ 'arming would suffer very

" Grow at least as much seed as you require for your oun nerds."

And in July the same year, 1916, the " Seasonahle Hints" again dealt with the
subject and said:

•incerely advised to make arrangements to raise your own seed next year!"
™ *'

,
,

I could quote much more along the same line from other issues of the "Season-
able Hints and from press articles, but what I have quoted will, I hope, be suffi-
cient to convince you that the Experimental Farms, through the Division of Forage
Plants, have made a determined effort to make the farmers of Canada realize that
there existed, right from the beginning of the war, a grave danger of the root seed
supply becoming seriously affected, and that the Experimental Farms have not
failed to impress upon the individual farmer the necessity of producing on the farmwhat quantities of seed may be needed for home use.

Just the same, when the seed situation was being more closely looked into in
the early- summer of last year, it was found that quick action of quite a drastic
nature had to be taken by the Government in order to provide for an adequate
seed supply for the next few years. The Dominion Experimental Farms were
called upon to try to meet the emergency and act accordingly.

Quite a large acreage was secured last July and seeded to turnips, mangels

,-.''i?iV'' tt'"^''
"""^ ' "''^'

°^, P'-"'^"""? stecklinge to be used for seed production

Lii Ki rr ,!"""' "^"^^
^f ^^ employed in seed growing in 1918 is almost

impossible to tell at present. The last season was a very unfavorable one, the har-vesting conditions, in Eastern Canada at least, were about as unfavorable as could be
imagined, and the winter has so far not proven very suitable for storing of roots
tlie more, as practically all of the seed roots harvested had to be pitted outside.
However, if conditions during the rest of the winter and the earlv spring prove
to bo reasonably normal, the Experimental Farms expect to have a total of about3o0 acres of roots for seed planted by next spring. Cxranting this, and assumin-r
that a fair crop is realized, the Farms expect to be able to bring on the market Iconsiderable quantity of seed next fall, and hope thus to be able to bring relief

Ssastrous
'^'*^°"* ^'"°'"^* assistance, threatens to be anything short of

You win understand that the seed-growing undertaken by the Dominion Ex-perimental Farms is purely an emergency measure made necessary by the war
It IS a Government intervention for the purpose of securing a supply of a class ofeed tha

.
without such intervention, would be available, it is feaJ^f in altogethe

too small quantities to meet even the most moderate demand from the farmefs

COMPARATIVB VaLUE OP CaNADIAN-GROWN AND IMPORTED SeED.—I said a few

Tf ''..T/"* " " " ^^«P^««d id««. in Canada as well as in the TJnitel
States, that European countries are better suited, on account of soil and climate
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conditions, to produce high-classed seeds, and that such a conceptio:: has been one

of the obstacles preventing this continent from developing a root seed-growing

industry of any importance to speak of. When I say that European countries

have been considered able to produce more high-classed seed than Canada, I mean,

that the prevalent idea has been that seed produced in Canada could not compete

with European-grown seed because it would not be capable of producing root crops

of such a good quality as the European-grown seed was supposed to produce.

I may say, as I have said before, that there is np foundation whatsoever for

such a supposition. Canada can grow root seed of just as good quality, if not

better, than Europe, and, if the quality of the seed is being judged from the quality

and quantity of the root crops that it produces, I may say that there is no reason

whatever why this country should rely on Europe for its seed supply, at least for

the duration of the war and years thereafter.

I beg to lay before you some facts, results of experiments, in support of this

statement.

As far back as 1891, the Bureau of Chemistry of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture started some systematically planned experiments in Sugar

Beet seed raising in Nebraska. The experiments were carried on for a few years,

and the results were that when Neb-aska seed was grown in comparison with im-

ported seed, it was found to possess a higher vitality, and, what is of more import-

ance, it was found that the sugar beets produced from the Nebraska-grown seed

possessed a higher sugar content and gave a heavier yield than any of the imported

varieties tested.

For a number of years, the United States Department of Agriculture also

conducted experiments in sugar-beet seed growing in the State of Washington, the

results obtained showing that the American-grown seed in all respects could com-

pete successfully with imported seed.

As far as Canada is concerned, I must confers that wo have not much data on

the value of Canadian-grown sugar-beet seed as compared with imported seed, but

the little data we have indicates that Canadian-grown sugar-beet seed is in all

respects at least as good as imported seed. Tlie year before last the Central Experi-

"ntal Farm received, through the kindness of Mr. Henry Stokes, of the Dominion

gar Company, some Ontario-grown sugar-beet seed. This was tested on most of

our Experimental Farms and Stations, and, I am glad to say. it compared very

favorably witli imported seed tested in comparison with it.

With regard to mangels, I am in a position definitely to state that mangel seed

can be produced in Canada that is at least as good as mangel seed produced in

Europe. Canadian-grown mangel seed is capable of producing at least as large root

crops as imported seed and crops that, to say the least, do not fall behind in feeding

value or quality in general.

In support of this statement, I beg to refer briefly to some experiments with

y '-grown and imported seed, which were conducted by the Experimental Farms in

xaiG. The home-grown seed used in these experiments was raised in Canada in

1915. The varieties used were Mammoth Txmg Bed, Yellow Intermediate, and

Danish Sludstrup. Three lots of Mammoth Long Red seed were tested: one lot

of seed produced at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, another lot produced

at the Experimental Station, Charlottetown. P.E.I., and the third at the Experi-

mental Station at Kentville, N.S. Two lots of Yellow Intermediate seed were used

in the experiment, viz., one originated at the Central Farm at Ottawa and the other

at the Experimental Station at Charlottetown. P.E.T. Of three lots of home-

grown Danish Sludstrup seed that also were tested, one came from Charlottetown,

it
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a^tiiss't.?/""
^'°'""'' '^'•'•' "^' '•^^ '""'^^ *™" *^« E,perin.ent.l Farm

imJ^^A
^'^'^^-&^°^ «eed of these varieties was tested in comparison withunported seed of the same varieties on Experimental Farms and Stations in P X!!

P^dnt ™ ,?"*"',f^'r''l'
""' ^" ""^ «^Sle case did the Can^r^ro;^^

ffS The cradtn
'^' ^-rted seed of the same variety tested^along^Je

Sported ^^l^"''^"'^-S^<>^
«e«d, on the contrary, gave higher yields than^the

th« vJl!f ?1
t^^We yo"*with many detail figures, but would like to say that

SJT^rrS
Stations-on the average 3 tons 750 pounds to the acre more tha^
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justified from the experience we have so far on the subjectof the comparative value of home-grown and imported seed, to conclude that frl

i^TrSSt?"? Canadian-gr.wn rooi seed is at leLreqtfI* mpoSseed, t.e. European seed. And I beg to repeat what I said a few minutes a.ro • ThTrn« no fouudation whatsoever for the conception that EuropeaT-^^^ seS wl'It 1, grown m Europe, is uperior t. Canadian-grown. On the Sn^a^ wh^^J:
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we kare on the subject furnishes p very strong argument in favor of Canadian-grown
seed being used in preference to imported seed, providing of course that the Can-
adian seed is being raised from reasonably well-selected roots.

Whbbe and How to Gbow Root Seed.—I have used the rather vague term,
" Canadian-grown seed," in the discussion on the value of imported seed, in com-
parison with seed grown in Canada, and possibly some of you may be inclined to

infer that when I have referred to " Canadian-grown seed," I was trying to convey
the impression that seed of first-class quality of mange' , turnips and carrots can be
grown to advantage anywhere in agricultural Canada. To convey such an im-
pression on you is far from what I desire to do.

I regret very much that I am ia a position to give you only very meagre and
incomplete information as to what districts of Canada are suitable for the different

varieties of field roots. From our experience I may say, however, that so far the
best results with turnip seed growing have been obtained in Quebec and the Mari-
time Provinces, especially in Nova Scotia, and that success in mangel seed raising
lias been repeatedly reported from Eastern Ontario, British Columbia, and maybe
to a lesser degree, from the Maritime Pro^inces and southern parts of Ontario.
Carrot seed has been grown the last few years very successfully in Eastern Ontario,
and, judging from what I saw last summer in British Columbia, the drv belts of
the interior of British Columbia, and the Victoria district of Vancouver Island,
seom to be admirably well adapted to carrot seed raising.

But remember that root seed growing i.s still in its infancy in Canada. It will

take years before we are able definitely to say that such and such a province or
such and such a district of a proviiuc is best suited to such and such a variety of
roots for seed rai.'ing. Wo will, no doubt, find that while a certain part of, for
instance Ontario, may be cla.ssed as very well suited for nianitcl seed raising, another
part may be classed as either doubtful «r altogctl; c unsuitable. We need data on
these matters, and before we have it I think it wouhl be wise to be conservative
in our expectations as to what Provinces or districts of Provinces can do with
rosrard to production of the various classes of root seeds.

Climatic conditions no doubt dotennino, in combination with soil and fertilitv

oonditions, to a large extent what sucec.-,s will be had in root .seed raising. But
on the other hand, much depends on the methods of planting. ( ulturo, and hand-
ling of the seed crop, especially if tlio seed is raised on a commercial scale.

I am not going to take up your time with a discussion on what methods arc
liable to bring the best results, simply because it is not possible to lay down any
hard and fast rules for a country of such a diversified nature as Canada. It would
!)e impossible, indeed, even to prescribe definite methods for Ontario, or even for
Ontario west of Toronto, because the methods to bo oniploycd depend on so many
things, for instance nature of soil, fertility, nature of season, labor conditions, etc.

Before I close, 1 woulc! nee more most earnestly impress upon you that there
is an acute shortage of root seed in Canada at present. 1 .. uld most sincerely
advise everybody to grow some root seed this year, the more the better. Every
farmer who grows what seed he needs for his own farm, is protecting himself from
want, and every farmer who grows more than he can use for himself is doing a ser-
vice to his country.

!
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Henby Stokes.

Agricultural couJitioiis iu Ontario have been much disturbed by the war. Be-
fore the outbreak of hostilities, practically all of our supplies of root seed were pro-
cured in Europe. These supplies have been gradually cut down until we are forced
to turn our attention to the production in Ontario of seed to meet our own
requirements.

Seed growers will find that the shortage of labor is one of the real problems
to meet. We are now facing the worst labor crisis which has ever confronted us.

In the years 1912 and 1913, our labor was costing us $1.50 per day for ten hours,
while in 1917 we were compelled to pay from $8.7:. to $3.00 per day. Compare
these conditions with those of Europe for 1912, and we find that in Russia, Italy
and Germany the average wage was 50 cents pe»- day of twelve hours.

Planting usually starts about the 25th of April, and continues until the end of
May. If the weather is warm the stecklinge will soon spoil, so planting must pro-
ceed as quickly as possible. If we are planting on clay land, and have heavy down-
pours of rain, such as we had last spring, then we are doubly handicapped. The
cultivation of the crops must be done early in the season, before the plants are
large enough to suffer from breaking down by the passing of the horse and culti-
vator in the rows.

From a sugar beet standpoint, we require 450,000 pounds of seed each year,
to plant the acreage which is necessary to keep our three large factor-' ,s running'
In 1917, we grew one hundred acres of seed, which supplies only about one-fifth
of our requirements. We expect to grow two hundred acres of seed this year, which,
with favorable conditions, should produce 150,000 pounds, or about one-third of
the total amount required. In 1919, or in 1920, we hope to be able to grow five

hundred acres, which should produce all we need. We realize that if we are to
have seed, we must produce it ourselves.

This year high prices are being paid in Canada for vegetable seeds. Th^sc
prices will tend to encourage men to specialize in this work. From my six years"
experience, I am satisfied that seed can be produced in Canada on a commercial
basis. It would cost about fifty dollars per acre to produce stecklinge in the pit.
An acre planted with stecklinge, including cost of planting, etc., would amount to
from twenty to thirty-five dollars. The total cost, therefore, of producing an acre
of seed would amount, approximately, from eighty to one hundred dollars.

A difficult part of the work is to produce proper storage for the stecklinge.

This is especiallj so during the early part of the season, when planting is goirg on.

I have had much difficulty and loss occur, while planting on a clay soil, during a
rainy season. The rains caused delay in the planting, while the moisture and
warmth started a growth of the stecklinge in the pit. To retard this growth, I

aired the roots, and, although I was successful in stopping the growth, I greatlv
lessened their productive power.

Seed growing, in a commercial way, should not be atiempted by every farmer.
It should be carried on in localities where the soil and climatic conditions are
favorable. The counties of Kent, Essex and Lambton produce good corn; Kent,
and Elgin, along the lake shore, good tomatoes; while Waterloo and Welling-
ton can produce seed of mangels, sugar beets and turnips, yet other districts may
prove by experiments to be suitable for this work as well.

As it is very easy to allow the stock to degenerate, the work must be under-
taken by men of keen observation and foresight, and supervised L" men of good
technical ability In growing beet seed, we test the mother roots for sugar con-
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tent, and plant only those which have a high sugar content. By following this
practice, we have increased the sugar content of our factory beets by about one-half
per cent., while a common test for mangels and turnips is a specific gravity one.

The past two years have not been ideal for this work, because of the periods
of excessive rainfalls and drouths. For two years now, I have had poor luck with
my mangel seed, but this was my own fault, as 1 planted the stecklinge too late.

We have ten farmers growing seed for us, but under my supervision. We are also
going to attempt turnip seed production, three of us having purchased fifteen hun-
dred bushels of roots for planting in the spring of this year.

I have received much valuable assistance in this work from Mr. Gf.orge
II. Clark, the Dominion Seed Commissioner, and his staff, Messrs. Lennox and
-McMeans; as well as from Dr. Malte and 1 r. Brown, of the Central Experimental
Farm; and also from the Ontario Agricultural College.

Dr. C. a. Zamtz.

I wish to supplement very briefly what has already been stated. We are greatly
indebted to Dr. Malte, for telling us what is being done throughout the Dominion
in the endeavor to produce root seed in the different Provinces, and to overcome
the crisis in regard to the scarcity of root seed in this country. We are also very
grateful to Mr. Stokes for the information which he has given in regard to the
production of sugar beet seed in this Province. Mr. Stokes has probably had more
experience in the actual production of root seed in Canada than any other rerson.

We have been carrying on experimental work at the Agricultural College at
Guelph during the past ten years in growing mangel, turnip and carrot seed, to
obtain information as to the success of seed production of these classes of roots in
this Province. Our results have not been very sati8fact.:'-y in the production of
turnip seed, but our success has been fair in the production of carrot seed. I am
pleased to state that so far, with only two exceptions, we have had very decided
success in the production of mangel seed at the College. Five years ago the mangel
seed germinated only twenty-seven per cent, from the clusters. This was prob-
ably owing to the fact that we had a fros„ in the early part of September and the
mangel seed was not harvested until the latter part of the month. In 1916 mangel
seed production was a failure in this Province. The seed produced at the College
only germinated about ten per cent. We had one acre of mangel seed which
looked promising, but when the plants were ir bloom we had an exceptionally hot,
dry spell, which seemed to seriously affect the plants. At harvest time many of
the clusters had a good appearance, but they contained no vital seed. Not only
was this true in or.r mangel seed at the College, but the conditions were verv
similar throughout the Province. This was a great disappointment to us. Vfe
had been working on a special strain of the Yellow Leviathan mangel, which we
had carefully selected. In .July, 1915, we planted seed of this special strain, and
produced about fifty thousand stecklinge. In the spring of the following year,
not only did we plant about six thousand of these stecklinge ourselves, but we'
distributed about forty thousand to about twenty-five progressive farmers through-
out Ontario. Had the season been favorable, we would probably have had from
six to ten tons of seed of this special strain of the Yellow Ijeviathan mangel, which
would have been of great service in using for the production of more stecklinge
in 1917, but, as I stated before, mangel seed production was a failure throughout
the Province in il \t year. In 1917 we planted at the College a little les3''than
an acre of stecklinge of another selected strain of the Yellow Leviathan mangel.

i
i
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This area gave us about sixteen hundred pounds of first-class mangel seed, which
is giving a germination of about 213 pt.- cent from the mangel clusters. We
expect to use this seed entirely in 1918 as foundation stock for producing steck-
linge, to be re-pknted in 1919 for seed production.

Generally speaking, we have had excellent results from home-grown mangel
seed, and I think the outlook is very good, indeed, for the production of mangel
seed in this country. In the average results for nine years at our College, very
careful field tests show that our home-grown seed gave an average percentage of
germination from the clusters of 113 per cent., while, in the average of the same
nine years, imported seed, obtaired through three of the leadini Ontari* seed
houses, gave 78, 75 and 72 per cent. We have not obtained impo.ted seed from
any source which has given us as high a percentage of germination over a series
of years as we have secured from the seed produced at Guelph.

I would also emphasize what Dr. Creelman suggested this morning, and wliat
Dr. Malte mentioned this afternoon, that is the great importance of individual
farmers throughout Ontario helping along in this movement. If farmers who have
some good mangels stored in their root cellars would, in the spring when vegeta-
tion is starting to grow, plant these in a piece of well-tilled land, they would be
able to grow seed for home use. The mangels might be placed about thirty inches
apart each way. We have occasionally obtained as hijgh as a pound of seed per
plant, but this is very exceptional, and it would not be wise to count on more
than from three to eight ounces of seed per plant on the average. By transplant-
ing from fifty to one hundred plants in the spring, a nice quantity of seed could
l)e obtained. This would greatly help out the situation in furnishing home-grown
seed, and in showing what could be done in seed production in different localities
throughout the whole Province. I would be pleased to receive word of the success
of any farmers who will undertake to produce a small quantity of mangel seed in
the coming year. In former years our mangel seed was nearly all imported from
Europe, and, if we are going to avoid serious results from lack of seed, in the next
few years, especially, we should do what we can to produce seed of our own, wliirh
might lead eventually to the development of a new industry in this country.

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS IN THE PRODUCTION OF FOOD
MATERIALS FOR THE COMING YEAR.

WHEAT AND BEANS—Db. C. A. Zavitz.

The world is calling loudly for food materials, and especially for wheat. The
food situation is undoubtedly very critical at the present time. I ask this repre-
sentative body of farmers to consider with me most seriously as to what Ontario
can do to increase as quickly as possible essential food materials. In this connec-
tion, I wish to discuss with you the production of wheat and of beans, as I con-
sider it ia exceedingly important to increase these two crops to the greatest possible
extent in 1918.

Wheat is used more extensively as human food than any other cereal. It is

particularly rich in nutritive constituents, and no other g:.-ain except rye contains
a gluten which is capable of expanding and forming light, porous bread. Wheat
can be easily grown, economically transported, and readily stored when necessary.
Canada has a wonderful opportunity of doing a tremendous service at the present
time in the production of wheat for export.
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Wheat tor Bxpobt.—It is estimated that the sliortago in the wheat crop of

the allied countries in Western Europe for 1917 amounted to 570,000,000 bushels.

Of this deficiency, only about one-third can be supplied from Canada and the

United States. There was a normal surplus for the past year of about 23,000,000

bushels in the United States and of about 138,000,00ft bushels in Canada. Although
there were nearly three times as many bushels of wheat produced in the United
States as in Canada, the normal surplus of the latter is about six times as great

as that of the former. The amount of wheat available for export, and the ready
transportation of the same to Western Europe, are the important features at
present.

Ontakio Wheat Production.—The acreage of fall wheat in Ontario was con--

riderably below the average in 1917, and, owing to unfavorable weather conditions

last autumn, the area of winter wheat is about the same this year. It will be neces-

sary, therefore, to depend upon the spring wheat for any increase in acreage. It

is interesting to note that in 1917 there was an ircrease of spring wheat over the

previous year of, approximately, 38,000 acres.

According to recent estimates, the normal annual consumption of wheat in

Ontario is about 13,000,000 bushels, and the production iu 1917 was about 17,000,-

000 bushels. The amount of surplus wheat in Ontario in tho past year was, there-

fore, approximately four i''illion (4,000,000) bushels. It will be seen that, by

increasing the wheat production 25 per cent., the amount of wheat available for

export is thus increased by fully 100 per cent. An average yield of winter wheat
in Ontario in 1918 shouM be sufficient to supply the people of Ontario under
normal conditions. The amount of wheat available for export from this Province
during the next year will, tlnrefore, depend largely on, first, the eccjomy m the
part of the people in the use of winter wheat, and, second, on the coming season's

production of spring wheat. The importance of increasing the spring wheat crop
of Ontario in 1918 seems evidpnt. In order to bring this about, I wish to empha-
siee four points, viz., (1) increase in acreage, (2) sowing thelbest variety, (3) using
seed of high quality, and (4) sowing at the right time on a suitable 3ted bed.

Increase in Acreage.—The .average annual number of acres of spring wheat
for the six years, from 1883 to 1888, inclusive, was 626,104, and for the six years,

from 1912 to 1917, inclusive, was 141,279. The average yield per acre per annum
for the first period was 15.5; and for the last period, 18.4 bushels. According to

the reports of the Bureau of Industries, the acreage of spring wheat in this Pro-
vince has decreased more or less gradually from 779,463 in 1885 to 182,957 in

1917. In connection with this, it is interesting to note the average annual yields

of spring wheat per acre for Ontario for the past thirty-six years, when divided

into periods of six years each, are as follows

:

Periods of Six Tears.

_

' Average Bushels of Spring

I

Wheat per acre

I

'per annum.

188^-1887 1

188»-1893
1894-1899
1900-1906
1906-1911 ...!

1912-1917
1

15.6
15.0
15.7
17.8
17.4
18.4



It will be seen that the highest average yield per acre waa for the last six
yeara. It may be a surprise to ma^y of the farmers of the Province, who hare
had the impression that the production of spring wheat in Ontario has been a
failure in recent years, to know that the average annual yield per acre of spring
wheat for the past three years has been greater than that of any three consecutive
years from 1882 to 1914. Some of the highest yields in spring wheats during
the past five years have been made in some of the counties of both Eastern and
VVestem Ontario, and in some of the districts in the northern part of the Province
Under the circumstances, it seems reasonable to conclude that the acreage of spring
wheat in Ontario might be advantageously increased to a corsiderable extent

Sowing the Best Variety.—According to the restilts of co-operative experi-
ments and experience of farmers throughout Ontario, good returns have been made
by both the Wild Goose and the Marquis varieties of spring wheat. The averaire
yield in bushels per acre for the last five years has been 20.2 for the former, and
19.0 for the latter. As the Marquis variety of spring wheat is not only a good
yielder but is also a wheat of excellent quality for bread production, it will likely
be used extensively for seed purposes in the coming spring

UsiNQ Seed of High QcALiTY.-Not only is it important to sow a goodvane y of spnng wheat, but it is also exceedingly wise to use seed of tlie highest

SoIhL /° «P«""«°t. ''h'eh was conducted for eight years in sowing different^ections of seed of spnng wheat, some interesting results were obtained. Thefollowing shows the influence of one season's selection of seed repeated for eight

Selections.

%

Large plump seed.
Small plump seed.
Shrunken-Seed

Weight per
Measured Bushel

(pounds).

Average Yield per Acre
per Annum.

59.1
58.3
56.9

Tons of Straw.

1.4
1.3
1.2

Bushels of Grain
by Weight.

21.7
18.0
16.7

This shows tliat large plump seed gave an increase over small pl-^n ,eed ofabout 20 per cent., and over shrunken seed of about 30 per cent It is JiLlvimportant to use sound seed of strong vitality in order to get the highest returnsSowixo AT THE RiOHT TiME.-In an experiment, conducted af the OntarioAgncultural Col ege m each of five years, spring wheats were sown at six differentdates m the spnnT, starting as early as the land was in a suitable condit on forcultivation, and allowing one week between each two dates of sowing. The exneriment was conducted in duplicate each year. The average results of the ten Zlondncted m the five years are as follows:

Seedings.
Weight per

Measured Bushel-
(pounds).

first ,

Second
Third .

Fourth
Fifth..
Sixth .

Yield per Acre,

Straw (tons). Grain (bush.)

21.9
19.2
15.4
18.0
8.4
8.7
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It will be Been that for best results it is of great importance to sow >prin|L'

wheat as early in the spring as the land n suitable for cult' atiou. According to

the results of the expe . it, a delay of one week made a decrease in the yield

of 8.7 bushels per acre, or of fully Vi per cent. ^

By sowing at the right time, on well prepared land, the best seeil obtainable

of the Marquis wheat, the increa.se in production would be surprisingly great, and

the available amount for export might be easily increased many fold.

Field Beans.—According to the Bureau of Industries for Ontario for 1910,

the market value per acre of some of the grain erop.s of Ontario are given as fol-

lows: Beans, $58.96; Corn for Husking, $36.57 j Wheat, $34.19; Peas, $-27.41;

Spring Wheat, $24.89; Barley, $23.iil ; Rye, $18.81; Oats, $17.50; and Buck-

wheat, $16.51. Beans occupy a high place in value per acre among the grain

crops of Ontario.

Field beans approach animal foods in nutritive value. Tliey rontain a high

percentage of protein and in this respect surpass the other grain crops frequently

used as food. There is a higher percentage of protein in beans than in the best

cuts of meat, but it is not quite so completely digested. Protein is a nutrient

which serves to build and repair body tissues as well as to furnish energy. It per-

forms essentially the same part in nutrition, whether it is from beans, peas, wheat,

meat, milk or cheese.

The Province of Ontario, and the States of Michigan and of New York, have

produced about one-half of the beans of the North American Continent within

the last few years. In 1916, 83 per cent, of the acreage of beans in Canada was

in Ontario. The number of acres of beans in this Province was 53,999 in 1916

and 114,785 in 1917. Beans are one of the most valuable crops which can be

grown in Ontario for. e.xport. They can be transported readily, and, when well

matured, can be stored without muclf danger of injury. It seems proper for

Ontario to produce as large an acreage of beans in 1918 as the limited amount of

labor will permit.

BEEF AND BACON—Pbof. Ct. E. D.vt.

In normal times it is counted good bu^^iness to ,;ve our heof cattle a goin^

degree of finish before sending them to market. The higher price obtained for

well finished cattle has usually been profitablt to the feeder.

At the present time, however, we are facing decidedly abnormal romlition?.

Statistics indicate that the world is facing a heavy shortage of wheat. If these

statistics are correct, it looks as though it might be necessary to use grains hereto-

fore employed almost exclusively for the feeding of animals, to help out the supply

of wheat. As a matter of fact, investigations arc in progress to determine the

extent to which wheat flour may be adulterated with the flour of' other cereals

and still retain its palatability for human consumption.

If it becomes necessary, therefore, to utilize the coarser cereals for human

food, it must me.an a shortening up of concentrates for fattenina; animals, and the

question arises whether, under present prospects, we should not make a special

effort to use the smallest possible amount of concentrates, and utilize to the fullest

extent bulky fodders in the fattening of our cattle.

Some years ago the Ontario ,\gricultural College secured a gain in weight of

2,180 lbs. in the case of fattening steers, from the use of 2,187 lbs. of ground

barley and 729 lbs. of bran. This is very little more than one pound of concen-

trates used for each pound of gain in weight, the balance of the ration being made

:

'
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up of hay, com lilage, and roots, in ^he proportion of 1, 2 and 3, regpectiTely.
The steers used in this experiment were cheap, common cattle, and the gains they
made were not large, being approximately IV^ lbs. per steer, per day, for a period
of 165 ^ays. The cattle were not well finished when marketed, and dressed a
little less than 57 per cent, of their live weight, but the beef from these catUe
was much superior to a great deal of the beef we are forced to consume in these
days, and, as has been pointed out, it was produced with the use of a very small
quantity of material which was fit for human consumption.

One thing is certain, we cannot produce the maximum amount of highly fin-
ished beef and, at the same time, produce the maximum amount of cereals for
him.in consumption. It would seem, therefore, the part of wisdom to economize
on the use of cereal grains in the feeding of beef cattle, and to utilize to the
fullest extent bulky fodders, even though we have to be content with smaller gainsm weight and a poorer quality of beef. As previously stated, these are abnormal
times, and methods which would have been severely condemned a few years ago
may be the very best and safest methods we can follow at the present time. Our
great effort must be to get human food from our bulky fodders by converting it
into meat, with a minimum reduction of cereals for human consumption.

An objection in the mind of many may l)e the fact that in the ( .>lk'^'e experi-
ment roots were used very liberally, whereas on many farms roots are not largely
grown, owing to the labor involved. This is a perfectly legitimate objection, but.
judging from experience, silage can be made to take the place of roots, to a verj-
large extent at least. In addition to this, the hay fed the College steers was mixed
timothy and clover, and contained too much timothy to be really satisfactory for
cattle feeding. With a good quality of clover hay, or, better still, alfalfa hay, and
a liberal allowance of silage, there is every reason to believe that results quite
equal to the College results can be obtained. The experiment emphasizes the great
importance of clover, alfalfa and silage on the farms of this Province.

Bacon Pboddction.—At the present time a strong plea is being made for
increased bacon production. There are several reasons why hogs are especially
important in times like these, and the following may be noted

:

(1) Hogs multiply rapidly, and mature quickly, so that they offer the quickest
means of increasing the world's supply of meat.

(2) Hogs produce more oat from a given amount of food than any other
domestic animal.

(.3) Hogs give a greater weight of dressed carcass in comparison to live
weight than any other animal.

(4) The carcass of the hog contains more edible meat in proportion to bont
than that of any other animal.

(5) Pork and bacon contain a large proportion of edible fat, which is vitally
needed in the rations of soldiers.

(6) Bacon is perhaps the most compact form in which meat can be shipped.
It will be seen, therefore, that the hog is bound to play a very important part

in rationing our armies and those of our allies.

A point which ctraats against the hog in the eyes of the farmer is the fact
that in order to finish it it must be fed considerable quantities of concentrated feed,
and when concentrates are high in price, as they are at present, the farmer is in-
dined to cut down on his hog production. Everything considered, therefore,-
it would seem that the present is an opportune time to study carefully the possi-
bilities of reducing the amount of concentrates in the ration of the hog and still

provide a fattening ration.
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Roots are a somewhat expensive crop to handle, but the advisability of grow-

ing c en a small patch of mangels or sugar beets for winter hog feeding is well

worthy of consideration. Experience has demonstrated that roots can be used

in snch a way as to lessen very greatly the amount of meal necessary to fatten hogi.

A plan which has been used e iocessfully, both at the College and on farms through-

out the Province, is to pulp the roote, moisten the pulped roots with hot water
and mix them with about an equal bulk of dry meal. The moistened roots moisten

the meal and cause it to adhere to the roots and the whole constitutes a palatable

and satisfactory ration for winter feeding. Sugar beets are preferred by pigs,

but mangels are more easily grown and pigs take them iiuite readily. Turnips

are not quite so palatable, but pigs can be taught to eat them if accustomed to

them from the start. When practicable, boiling turnips makes them quite palat-

able and enables one to greatly reduce the consumption of meal. Boiled potatoes

have a higher value than roots, and when cheap fuel is available small potatoes

should never be allowed to go to waste. Breeding sows can be maintained through-

out the winter with a very light meal ration if they are supplied with roots and
some fine quality clover or alfalfa hay, alfalfa being the best. The hay may be fed

dry in a rack similar to a sheep rack, and is very much relished by pigs, even

young pigs will take considerable hay of this kind, but they should not be expected

to depend upon it to the same extent as older pigs.

For summer feeding, pasture crops seem to offer the most convenient means
of reducing the meal ration. Alfalfa makes an ideal pasture when available, but

red clover, especially young red clover, is greatly relished by pigs, and can be

utilized in reducing the meal ration.

A thickly seeded mixture of grains such as oats and barley, or oats, wheat

and barley, together with about 8 lbs. of red clover per acre, makes a capitrl pas-

ture quite early in the season. If it is not desired to pasture the mixture during

the early part of the season, it can be cut for hay and the clover will then come
along and form an ideal pasture for any i las.-; of pigs. Rape may also be used as a

later pasture crop, and by changing the pigs from one field to another, crops such

as rape and clover may be pastured and repastured several times.

Another plan which has been tried in some places, and which is worthy of

consideration, is to plant a few acres of corn which will mature in the district

in which we live. In this district, and in similar northern localities, a very

early maturing variety would need to be used. A crop such as this, however, will

supply a large amount of feed for hop and the corn may be husked, feeding the

corn to the pigs and utilizing the stalks for the cattle, or hogs may be turned

in to harvest the crop for themselves. If it is intended to pasture the corn, it is

A good plan to sow rape between the rows at the last cultivation. A combination

of rape and com such as this will fatten hogs fairly satisfactorily, and in any

half favorably season an acre of such pasture should carry ten to twelve hogs at

least thirty days.

Pigs weighing 100 lbs. and upwards are best suited for pasturing.

Any ingenious farmer will be able, in all probability, to devise other means

of economizing on the meal ration, and the present suggestions are thrown out

as merely representative of steps whi(.'h may be taken to keep down the cost of

production.
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BUTTER AND CHEESE—Pbof. H. H. Dban.

The beginning of the year 1918 finds the world short on food and the people
hungry as never before, because it is a peculiarity of humans that the shorter the
supply of eatables in the cupboard, the more hungry they become. Particularly
short is the supply of butter, more especially in Great Britain, where butter has
been selling for as high as $1 per pound during the past year. Fats of all kind
are scarce, milk-fat more than all others, because of the slaughter of cows and
lack of labor to milk and care for dairy cattle. There is no substitute for milk-
butter. The nation that relies on vegetable and animal fats, other than milk-fat,
especially for children, has taken the first serious step in physical and mental
degeneracy.

However, I am to deal with "Practical Suggestions on the Production of
Butter and Cheese for the Coming Season."

The first one is that old one of Better Cows, which is at the basis of all
increased production of dairy products. In these times, farmers cannot afford
to feed poor cows. While we may not be able to breed very many cows which
produce 100 lbs. of milk or over in 24 hours, and 20,000 lbs. milk in a year; or
make 4 to .5 lbs. of butter I'n a day, and 1,000 lbs. in a year, the fact that we have
a number of such cows should stimulate breeders to greater efforts than e\er to
secure these phenomenal producers, thus increasing the world's supply of milk-
fat without increasing the number of cows, and at the same time we shall be con-
serving the supply of feed.

The organizations which are doing most to improve the dairy cattle of On-
tario are The Records of Performance and The Records of Merit for purc-l)rcd
stock, and the Cow-Testing Association for the owner of common cows or un-
registered stock. These, coupled with private records, are making a gradual,
though slow improvement in the milk cows (.f Canada.

The second suggestion which, like a good appetite, always remains with us,
when in a healthful condition, is to secure more and cheaper feed for butter and
cheese production. Cheap and abundant grass, soilage, silage and root crops, with
a reasonable quantity of grain and by-products, such as bran, oil-cake and cotton-
seed meal, are essential for increasing the production of butter and cheese. Liberal
feeding of the right kind of feed is an essential for increased production. Un-
fortunately the feed problem is a serious one on dairy farms. With the present
price of grain and mill-feeds, the temptation is to lessen the quantity of these
to a point Below what is required for profitable production in winter time, as a
certain amount of concentrated feed is essential, along with roughage, to produce
milk in large quantities. Large producers require about one pound of meal for
three to five pounds of milk produced. The great importance of cheap feed is

realized when we consider that approximately one-half the cost of producing
milk is for feed.

The third practical suggestion relates to a very acute problem on dairy farms
at the present time, namely, the Labor problem. No class of farmers have been
hit so hard as have dairy farmers in the present condition of labor. Many have
sold their herds of dairy cattle and gone into other lines of farming because of
help shortage. This condition is likely to cfcntinue for some time. The remedies
which have been suggested are, to buy more dairy machinery, such as tractors,
milking machines and cream separators; import foreign labor; conscript labor;
utilize women help ; and prow more help on the farm.
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Not only is there a shortage of skilled labor on dairy farms, but the cream-

eries and cheeseries of Ontario are likely to be shorthanded for 1918. This .latter

is fully serious as the help problem on dairy farms. Without our factory system

of manufacturing butter and cheese, milk would be a drug on the market. While

it is true that a considerable quantity of butter is still made on Ontario farms,

and also soine cheese, the quantity is lessening each year and likely to be markedly

so from now on, as poor dairy butter will hare to compete with " oleo," and wiU
have to be sold at imitation butter prices.

Labor demands may be summed up in six words: Short hours, easy work,

big pay.

If we are to increase or even maintain our present cheese output, the price of

cheese must advance over the prices allowed by the Cheese Commission of 1917,

which was 21%c. per pound for grade one cheese at the Port of Montreal. We
have no hesitation in saying, this is not anywhere near its food value as compared
with the prices paid for meat and other protein carrying foods. The competition

from milk condenseries is driving the cheese factories to the wall. Both patrons

and manufacturers of cheese arc having a serious time, and something must be

done to relieve the situation or our cheese trade, the result of over half a century

of fostering care, will be out of existence in a few years. Some claim that the

present condensed milk boom is only temporary. A leading American dairy

journal recently said :
" We have no food product to-day that is in such great

demand for export as is condensed milk, and the manufacturers can afford to pay

prices for it that will drive the creamery and the cheese factory, with which the

condensery compete, out of business. . . One creamery has put in a part of a con-

densing out^t, and is selling the condensed product in bulk to another condensery

which is canning it."

If the condenseries are allowed to pay the high prices which have prevailed

during the season of 1917, then cheese manufacturers must receive at least 25c.

a pound wholesale for number one quality of cheese. One of the powder-milk com-
panies paid $2.35 per 100 lbs. for milk testing .3.5 per cent, fat for the month of

November, 1917, and $2.50 per hundred for 4 per cent. milk. Milk testing 3.5 per

cent, fat will make about 91/^ pounds of marketable cheese per 100 lbs., and 4 per

cent, milk about 10 1-3 lbs. cheese per 100. One hundred pounds of S^A per cent,

milk, made into cheese, which^sells for 25c. per pound would be worth $2.17i4c.,

which means that 17%c. would have to be realized for the by-product, whey,

which is practically impossible, if fed to calves or pigs. There is also the cost of

manufacturing, which would amount to 19c., at 2c. per pound of cheese. We can

readily see that the cheese patron and cheese manufacturer are heavily handi-

capped when competing with condenseries under present arrangements. It is

not too much to say that number one cheese should sell for as high a price per

pound as does number one beef or bacon.

The new slogan regarding prices to be paid for farm produce is, " Cost of

Production Plus a Fair Profit." Whether this is obtained by means of Govern-

ment regulation, or through co-operation and organization among farmers, makes

little difference, but this principle carried into farm practice means a new era

in agriculture.

One other point, only, can be discussed at the present time—the manufac-

ture of cheese from skim-milk and buttermilk. The following arc brief direc-

tioni for making cheese from these two dairy by-products

:

Skih-uils OnKBSE.—Pasteurize skim-milk, then cool to 60 degrees or 66

degrees F., and add from 1 to 2 ozs. of culture to each 10 lbs. of skim-milk. Next

''I
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morning the curd wiU be nicely coagulated and ready to make into oottag*

stir the curd to break it up, then place the can of milk in a veaael containing
hot water. Stir gently untU the curd and whey separate. This uflually takn
Idace between 85 degrees P. and 100 degrees P. If the separation is not complete
at 100 degrees P., do not heat higher, but let the cans stand until the whey is
dear. High temperatures give a dry, grainy curd.

Drain the curd by hanging it up in cotton bags or putting it on a draining
rack covered with cheese cloth.

When sufficiently drained, add about 1 oz. cream to a pound of cheese, and
salt at the rate of 1 oz. to 4 or 5 lbs. of cheese.

B0TTEBM1LK Cheese.—Heat the buttermilk to 130 degrees P. or 140 de-
grees P. Let stand from half to one hour, then hang up in a cotton bag to drain
or else place on a rack covered with cheese cloth.

When sufficiently drained, salt at the rate of 1 oz. to 4 or 5 lbs. of cheese.
I be addition of a small amount of cream is an improvement.

WhUe live stock would no doubt suffer considerably if there were neither ski

f 2 °<1\^"**«™"1^ for t^al^es and pigs, the fact that from 12 to 16 pounds of cd.
rood, highly protein in charaqter, may be made from 100 lbs. of these by-prodncts,
and whereas it requires from 25 to 30 lbs. skim-milk or buttermilk to produce a
pound of gam in pigs, we see that considerable human food is lost by feedino- these
to pigs instead of converting them directly into food for humans. Assumin.r that
a pound of skim-milk cheese is equal in food value to a pound of gain in pigs, 100
lbs. of skim-milk or buttermilk converted into cheese would be thrice aa economicalm the production of human food bs feeding hogs on these by-products, and by manv,
would be considered cleaner and pleasanter work. Whether or not the consuming
public IS of this opinion remains to be tested.

To sum up:—In order to increase the production of butter and cheese for 1918,
more cows and better cows are needed, more and cheaper feed, more labor on dairy
farms and in factories, or its equivalent in machinery, higher prices fov the cheese
produced in 1918 than was paid in 1917, and the manufacture of larger quantities
of dairy by-products into palatable, digestible, merchantable food products for
Arerf human consumption, rather than through the agency of animals by which
latter process a large part of the energy-value and protein compounds of skim-milk
and buttermilk are lost.

POULTRY AND EGGS—Pbof. W. R. Graham.

Poultry and eggs can be of material assistance in winning the war if used
as a substitute of meats such as pork and beef, which are so much in demand. We
can each help a little by eating more eggs and more poultry. Last season we had
a considerable number of eggs for export, and there was not the usual demand for
dressed poultry. I take it that it is our duty to conserve meat for export, and as
eggs never increase in food value from the time they are laid, we can not do better
than eat them at home. It would, therefore, seem derirable that each and every
one of us eat as many eggs and as much poultry as we can. To some this may not
appear to be correct, as eggs and poultry are high-priced. There appears to be a
feeling that both eggs and poultry are luxuries, and that during war-time ihey
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should be aroided. No doubt by so doing you will assist in wiiiniug the war, but
not by U8. As compared with me&U, the average householder will find the money
spent on a dozen eggs will go about as far and prove to most people more appetizing
than the same amount of money spent on any meat.

Poultry and eggs are good foods, are somewhat perishable; then why not
consume them in large numbers at home? Again, if you will take the percentage
increase in the price of eggs, poultry, pork, mutton, beef, cheese and butter since

the beginning of the war, either week by week or year by year, you will find that

poultry products are as cheap or cheaper to-day, relatively, tlian they were at the
beginning of the war.

To the producers of poultry there is every reason why you should carry on,

at least maintain, production, and, in some case.*, increase production. It is true
we may have to change our methods a little. We shall have to look after our sup-

plies of wheat substitutes, and not feed as much -vjd wheat. Wheat has been easy

to get and fair in price, bat hens will lay very .,^.. on a mixture of corn, barley,

and oats. There is always a little wheat that is not suitable for milling, but trv

and forget wheat. Then we may be able, with a little patience, to get a substitute

in the terminal elevator screenings. While the birds do not take kindly to this

now, there is considerable hope that, if they receive it when young, they will eat it

readily next winter. Many of us forget that the appetites of poultry vary largely

with what they were fed when young. I have seen hens that would not eat corn
or wheat, simply because they had never seen them before.

Many of us will have to learn to cull our flocks. In general, it can be said

that never was a good laying b'l more profitable, and it is equally true that never

was a poor layer more unprontable. Therefore, cull your flocks. Good laying

hens lose the yellow color from their shanks ; those having white car lobes, like Leg-
horns, lose the yellow tinge; the hen's plumage does not appear in perfect condi-

tion. The good layer is usually a hustler—goes to bed late and gets up early. She
very seldom, when well fed, develops a mass of internal tut. The body cavity, or

the space between the pin bones and end of the breast bone, is soft and flexible in

good hens. A little practice will assist one to pick ^ui nearly ninety per cent, of

the poor producers. A laying hen's pin bones are very seldom close together.

To those who have not been keeping poultry—get enough to supply your own
needs. Do not depend on the other fellow, but grow all you need of everything

you can.

Hatch your chickens during April and early May. These are among the best

winter producers. Market the surplus males and old hens when they are ready.

Many keep the old hens and males months after they have outlived their profitable

age.

Watch the leaks in your business. Study increased production and decrease

the boarders. There is no place to-day for the non-producer.

FRUIT AND HONEY—P. W. Hodoetts.

It has been the aim of our branch for the past two seasons, at least one

season, to give just as little devotion as we possibly could to the fruit growers'

farms, especially that which required additional skilled labor. Our plan has been

to give attention to the saving of labor that was of value.

The situation of fruit growing is somewhat diflRcult and complicated by the

il.
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food problem in the countries of Europe. At the present time you can offer to the

British Government 30,000 boxes of upplcs and Kvoral tons of jam. as our (iov-

ernment is doing, and to pay all charges—but they have refused to take them. I

just got a letter from our agent in London, Eug., to whom we had been writing

to get space for these goods, and he tells us that when he goes to the Admiralty

for the space, tha question is, " Are you going to feed the soldiers apples or bread?"

So we cannot get the goods over except we have a little merchandise space occa-

sionally.

This leads me to divide our fruit growers into two classes. The first, those

engaged in the Imsiness euiirolv as fruit i;rowers, making a liviiij; from it. These

men occupy small acreages of land, and this land is covered with orchards and
vineyards and small fruit plantations, and are located in the Niagara district and
from Hamilton to Clarkson, near Toronto; and isolated sections in Essex, Kent,

Lambton, and possibly large apple growers in Northumberland. These men can-

not neglect the orchards even one season without causing ruin in the orchards

—

so they have got to continue in that business, and that alone.

Our advice to these men is that they should cut off all the labor possible that

will not interfere with the labor necessary for the essential crops; to make it up
with the old and the young, and especially family labor. Last year tlie family labor

was very largely used in the harvesting of the crops in many sections of the Pro-

vince. And this is working out very successfully. Girls are already making plans

to begin work when school closes this summer, and fruit growers are making
arrangements to use all this labor that is available. 1 would say to use tliis labor

for harvesting the small fruits; these crops have paid well the past two seasons,

and promise to do well again this year. Small fruits are in demand, not only by

the cities, but by the factories, to be put into jam to be sent overseas.

Do not put more labor on the orchards than is absolutely essential to get a

good crop. Do not spend any more time on the cultivation than is necessary, unless

the season is a dull one. Look out for every bit of labor-saving machinery you

can get. For instance, a spray gun was used extensively in the Niagara district

last year, and was successful. If you haven't got modern labor-saving machinery

and implements, get them as soon as possible, or borrow from the neighbors. Do
everything possible to keep down the labor, on the orchards particularly.

Then, in the orchard, grow a crop that will be marketable. During the past

season, many grew carrots and cabbage, because the previous season they had been

a very high price, with the result, at the present time, these are not paying for

the labor put on them. Surely, there are other crops ; for instance, tomatoes. The
growers are sure of a fair price from the canning factories for the coming season

—

go into that crop. Attend to the fertilization of the orchards in the winter, when
there is more labor available.

And the other class make fruit growing a side line. These orchards can be

let go for one, two or three years, and, unless there is a very l)ad post in the neigh-

borhood, very little harm will result. The need is so urgent for the essential

crops, and beef and pork and the things that are necessary to produce beef and

pork and milk, that I think we are quite within the mark in advising no unneces-

sary work on these orchards this coming season.

I would say to you men, to put in all the time necessary to make these crops

a success. Then, if there is any time left, put it on the orchard, and, of course,

you will have to put it on the essential operations as much as possible—on the

harvesting and the marketing. Let the orchards go into grass or weeds. Cut out

the summer pruning or anything of that kind, and, vhen you have some spare
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time, do the rough pruning in the orchard, so the air can get through the treei
and do that part of the work that spraying takes care of ordinarily.

Honey is in a different position to fruit. Fruit is tolerated 'simply because it

can be used in this country to replace certain foodstuffs which are expensive and
necessary, and which will later have to be exported. Honey is needed to replace
sugar, which is scarce. Ar; increase in the production of honey must, of neces-
sity, come from men already engaged commercially in the industry. Not the small
bee-keeper with a few hives, but the man oi woman who is engaged in the business
as a business, and making money out of it. You can take 200 colonies of bees
and divide them among fifty men or women who are not particularly skilled in
work, and put the same number with a man who already has 200 to 300 colonies,
and no doubt the man who has 200 additional can get twice as much honey as the
first fifty would. That is because the small bee-keepers do not pay attention or
put the time on the bees that they should, and do not get the results.

The hisli price of honey will undoubtedly >tinnilate tho«ie alrcadv in the in-
dustry to produce every pound of honey they can possibly get from the hives. The
best bee-keeper in the United States at the convention last month told the bee-
keepers there that he had every assurance that, so far as the United States was
concerned, that the price would be even higher than for the past season. I can
assure you those were very high prices.

What about the increase in the stock of bees in the country? The increase
generally comes from three methods^natural swarming, nucleus and combless
package, which is imported. The aim of the experienced bee-keeper is to do away
with natural swarming, because he knows he gets as big a surplus from a colony
that has no swarming impulse, and he aims to do away with natural swarming,
and, if he wants an increase, he gets it from the nucleus. It is almost impossible
to ge^ ' surplus from the colonies during the first season from the nucleus. So
that "s nothing left for the coming season, and if the bee-keeper wants to
get a goo( -plus, he has to go into the importation of the combless package. The
matter wa. -..scussed at the convention, and it was turned over to the Bee-keepers'
Association to look after the importation of bees in this manner. It has been tried
the past two seasons, but trouble was experienced in selecting experienced men.
The Association, however, has been engaged for a number of seasons in the importa-
tion of queen bees for the improvement in the stock, and that scheme worked out
successfully, so they turned over the importation of the combless package to the
Association as well. Some preparations have been made for increased production
in the coming season. In the spring, of course, where the hives are low in stores,
it will be necessary to feed again, so as to have a well built up, beautiful white
honey when the season opens.

Re-queening is becoming quite an important matter with the bee-keepers in
the Prcvince, and thousands of queen bees are imported every year where there is

a deterioration in stock.

Protection from disease has been very largely in the hands of our Depart-
ment, and we hope to be able to look after it again the coming season as we have
in the past.

The indications are that there should be good crops, both of fruit and honey,
in the coming season; sufficient, I think, to take care of our markets, possibly
more than enough to take care of our markets in reference to apples. This will
mean a certain amount of cheap fruit for the consumers in the Province, which
they haven't had for some years.

i
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